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Abstract

Abstract

The transformation of intricate nanocrystals (NCs) available through colloidal chemical syn-
thesis into branched network structures (referred to as gels) presents a promising pathway to
macroscopic solids exhibiting properties of their NC building blocks. In this work, the pos-
sibilities to influence these properties at various stages during the gel synthesis sequence will
be explored and expanded on. Additionally, the nanoscopic (opto-)electronic properties of net-
works build up from semiconducting, photoluminescent (PL) NCs will be investigated to gather
insights into the electronic structure of such networks and the dynamics of excited charge car-
riers therein.

In chapter 5 the investigation of gel networks based on CdSe/CdS dot/rod NC building
blocks is shown. The PL properties of such structures are analysed in regards to their temper-
ature and time dependent emission (down to 4 K). It is shown that at cryogenic temperature
the emission splits into two discernible processes correlating to dark and bright exciton states.
While this observation is comparable to the results obtained for individual NCs, at all temper-
atures gel networks exhibit a longer PL decay most likely caused by increased electron delocal-
ization. The investigation also includes a look at differently sized CdSe cores used for synthesis
of the CdSe/CdS dot/rod building blocks. It is found that the combination of different core
sizes and therefore different emission color building blocks allows for straight-forward color
tuning of the final networks.

The modification of NC-based gels with thin metal oxide shells is shown in chapter 6. Im-
portantly, NC-based aerogels can be influenced not only at the point of NC building block
synthesis but also after the gel formation (post-gelation). In this work, the application of wet-
chemical methods based on colloidal seeded-growth processes to a NC-based gel network sub-
strate is presented. This results in uniform, thin shells over the whole of the gel network. The
approach can be shown to work on different gel substrates (semiconducting and noble metal)
and different shell materials (silica and titania) with only minor modifications. The mechan-
ical stability which is one of the common problems in the applicability of NC-based gels is
considerably improved by this shell reinforcement.

Building on these developed processes the optical properties of modified CdSe/CdS dot/rod
gels are investigated in chapter 7. The silica modification of either the individual NC building
blocks before gel assembly or the continuous gel after assembly yield two comparable systems
only differing in one crucial point. In gels based on silica modified building blocks, these NC
building blocks are isolated and thereby decoupled in the final gel network. For a modifica-
tion after the gel assembly the building blocks are connected first and therefore coupled in
the final gel. The crucial influence on charge carrier dynamics in such networks is shown by
time-resolved PL spectroscopy and supported by theoretical calculations. Driving this process
further, by incorporation of ZnS at the tip of the CdSe/CdS dot/rod building blocks using a
cation exchange procedure a large bandgap material of variable length is introduced to the
connecting point of the building blocks. Through the length of the ZnS segment separating the
CdSe/CdS building blocks the interaction between these building blocks can not simply be cou-
pled and decoupled but even influenced in its strength as also shown by optical spectroscopy.

Keywords: Nanocrystal-based Aerogels, Semiconductor Nanocrystals, Time-resolved photolu-
minescence spectroscopy
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Kurzzusammenfassung

Kurzzusammenfassung

Die Transformation von komplexen Nanokristallen (NC), hergestellt durch kolloid-chemische
Synthese, in verzweigte Netzwerkstrukturen (Gele genannt) repräsentiert einen vielversprechen-
den Weg zu makroskopischen Feststoffen, die die Eigenschaften ihrer NC Baueinheiten zeigen.
In dieser Arbeit werden Möglichkeiten untersucht und erweitert, die Eigenschaften dieser Netz-
werke an verschiedenen Punkten ihrer Herstellung zu beeinflussen. Zudem werden die (opto-
)elektronischen Eigenschaften von Netzwerken basierend auf halbleitenden, lumineszenten NC
untersucht, um ein tieferes Verständnis der elektronischen Struktur dieser Netzwerke und der
Vorgänge der angeregten Ladungsträger zu generieren.

Die Untersuchung von Gelnetzwerken aus stäbchenförmigen CdSe/CdS NC-baueinheiten
ist in Kapitel 5 beschrieben. Die Photolumineszenz-(PL-)Eigenschaften dieser Strukturen wer-
den temperaturabhängig (bis zu 4 K) in Hinblick auf ihre zeitaufgelöste Emission untersucht.
Dabei wird gezeigt, dass im kryogenen Bereich zwei Prozesse zur Emission beitragen, die sich
hellen und dunklen Excitonen zuordnen lassen, ein von einzelnen NC bekanntes Verhalten. Die
PL-lebenszeit ist allerdings bei allen Temperaturen in Netzwerkstrukturen länger, vermutlich
aufgrund einer stärkeren Delokalisierung der angeregten Elektronen. Zusätzlich ist die Un-
tersuchung von Netzwerken, bei denen die Bausteine auf unterschiedlichen Größen an CdSe
Quantenpunkten in den CdSe/CdS Stäbchen basieren, gezeigt. Aus unterschiedlichen Größen
resultieren unterschiedliche PL-Farben und ein unkomplizierter Weg zur Farbeinstellung in
diesen Netzwerkstrukturen wird aufgezeigt.

Die Modifikation von Nanokristallgelen mit dünnen Metalloxidschalen wird in Kapitel 6
gezeigt. NC-basierte Aerogele können nicht nur über die gezielte Synthese der Baueinheiten
beeinflusst werden, sondern auch nach der Netzwerkbildung (post-Gelierung). In diesem Ab-
schnitt wird die Adaption bekannter nasschemischer Prozesse zur Anwendung an Nanokristall-
gelen als Substrat beschrieben. Dabei werden Gelnetzwerke vollständig mit einer einheitlichen,
dünnen Schale ummantelt. Dieser Prozess kann auf verschiedene Substrate (Gele aus Halb-
leiter oder Edelmetall NC) und für verschiedenen Schalenmaterialien (Siliziumdioxid und Ti-
tandioxid) mit minimalen Änderungen angepasst werden. Die mechanische Stabilität, eine
bedeutende Hürde in der Anwendbarkeit von Nanokristallgelen, wird durch die Verstärkung
mit einer solchen Schale deutlich erhöht.

Darauf aufbauend werden die PL Eigenschaften modifizierter Netzwerke aus CdSe/CdS
Stäbchen in Kapitel 7 untersucht. Die Modifikation mit einer Silikatschale wird entweder an
einzelnen kolloiden Nanokristallbaueinheiten vor der Netzwerkbildung oder an dem bereits
verbundenen Netzwerk durchgeführt. Werden zuerst die Baueinheiten mit einer Silikatschale
umschlossen, so sind diese im finalen Netzwerk isoliert bzw. entkoppelt voneinander, während
Baueinheiten, die zuerst in ein Netzwerk überführt werden, auch nach dem Wachstum der
Silikatschale miteinander kontaktiert bzw. gekoppelt sind. Der entscheidende Einfluss dieser
Verbindung auf die Ladungsträgervorgänge wird durch zeitaufgelöste PL-spektroskopie gezeigt
und von theoretischen Berechnungen unterstützt. Dieser Ansatz wird durch den gezielten Ein-
bau von ZnS an die Spitzen der CdSe/CdS Stäbchen weiter verfolgt. Durch einen Kationenaus-
tauschprozess ist es möglich, verschiedene Mengen ZnS (ein Material mit großer Bandlücke) so
in die Baueinheiten einzubringen, dass es sich im Netzwerk an den Kontaktpunkten befindet.
Über die Länge dieser ZnS Abschnitte zwischen den CdSe/CdS Einheiten, können die Einheiten
nicht nur gekoppelt und entkoppelt werden, sondern die Stärke der Wechselwirkung zwischen
den Baueinheiten, welche sich in den optischen Eigenschaften widerspiegelt, gesteuert werden.

Schlagworte: Nanokristall-basierte Aerogele, Halbleiternanokristalle, zeitaufgelöste Photolu-
mineszenzspektroskopie
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1 Introduction

The connection between a materials composition and its properties is intuitive for everyone.

Simply using ones eye and evaluating the optical properties it is apparent: Different substances

have different colors. This relation gets more complex when applied to the structure of a mate-

rial. Still, with minor effort it is understandable that e.g. an amorphous material looks different

from a crystalline one. However, when looking at materials with nanoscale dimensions, an-

other influence will appear in the form of the size of the material. This interaction between

material properties and size emerges at the nanoscale when the sizes are in the range of or

much lower than the wavelength of light. The fact that two particles exhibit different optical

and electronic properties even though they are equal in composition and structure simply due

to different sizes is unimaginable in the macroscopic world we all live in, and therefore fascinat-

ing for laypersons and experts alike. In essence, semiconducting materials like the ones used

throughout this work exhibit a dependence of the individual particle size to the band gap if the

size is below the so-called Bohr-Exciton-Radius.[1] But also other materials, like metals showing

a localized surface plasmon resonance[2] or magnetic materials showing superparamagnetism,[3]

behave differently when produced with nanoscopic dimensions compared to their macroscopic

counterparts. All procedures explored to synthesize such nanoscopic materials can be broadly

classified into two categories, the top-down and bottom-up approach. In case of the former a

macroscopic material is divided into smaller particles to the desired size, prominent examples

include ball-milling[4, 5] and laser ablation.[6, 7] The latter approach is based on building the

nanomaterials from single molecules or atoms for example by wet-chemical synthesis. While

top-down methods allow for larger scale production, the structures usually show more defects

compared to materials produced by bottom-up methods.[8] As crystal defects are a major point
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

influencing the optical and electronic properties, in the study of semiconducting, photolumi-

nescent nanocrystals like in this work a bottom-up approach is preferred. This is also based on

the refined ability to control the wet-chemical synthesis - a key being the introduction of the hot-

injection synthesis[9] - via solvents, temperature, ligands, additives, precursors and more.[10,

11] The methods developed for nanocrystal synthesis including facetation control, heterostruc-

ture formation and bandgap engineering grow ever more complex and intricate with the aim

of yielding particles, tailor made to have the exact desired properties. At the same time, ap-

plications in form of a colloidal solution, as usually generated by the synthesis, can be limited

or not desirable. In consequence, methods to immobilize these nanocrystals under retention

of their so desired properties have to be developed. One such method, promising to introduce

nanoscale materials into the macroscopic world, is the assembly of porous network structures,

commonly called gels.[12] While a more traditional approach to gels is their synthesis along

the sol-gel route, they can also be assembled from previously and separately produced building

blocks, in this case nanocrystals. As the building blocks of a gel network only attach to each

other at small contact patches, the high surface-to-volume ratio of the nanoscale building blocks

as well as their size dependent properties can be retained in the resulting macroscopic solid.

In the advancing investigation of aerogel networks build up from nanocrystals, it is not only

possible to retain properties from building block to network, but new properties can emerge

caused by the assembly and connection of the building blocks. This has been observed in case

of CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals. The band structure of these nanocrystals, in which a high

offset between the CdSe and the CdS valence band exists but the positions of both respective

conduction bands are very similar, is responsible for unique optical properties once they are

assembled into a network. When assembling such heterostructured building blocks into an

aerogel the band structure of the generated connected network leads to a delocalization of the

electron throughout this network as the electrons are not strongly confined to the CdSe due

to the small conduction band offset. This model was first proposed when observing an elon-

gation of photoluminescence lifetime in these structures by time-resolved photoluminescence

spectroscopy.[13] This thesis aims to further investigate this phenomenon and also to find col-

loidal synthetic pathways to influence the structure of such networks and thereby their optical

properties.
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To gain insight into the processes during excitation of the charge carriers inside such net-

works time-resolved optical measurements are performed at varying temperatures between

room temperature and 4K. With the same aim networks are assembled from CdSe/CdS dot/rod

heterostructured nanocrystals using different sizes of CdSe quantum dots (which therefore have

different band gaps) and optically investigated. These in-depth time and temperature resolved

spectroscopic investigations on aerogel networks based on different CdSe/CdS dot/rod building

blocks as well as mixtures thereof are presented in chapter 5.

The most common approach to influence and direct the properties of nanocrystal-based

aerogel networks is the finely tuned synthesis of the nanocrystal building blocks. This allows

for shape- and facet-controlled,[14, 15] for core-shell-structured[16] or for bandgap-engineered

building blocks.[13, 17] In this approach the separation of building block synthesis and net-

work assembly are utilized to control the network properties via their building blocks before

even assembling them. However, it should also be possible to take influence on the network

once it is generated. One of the most used methods of nanocrystal modification is the growth

of oxide shells (usually silica)[18–24] to stabilize and protect the nanocrystals in unfavourable

surroundings of e.g. high or low pH or high ionic strength[21], as well as reduce their cytotoxi-

city[25, 26]. In an endeavour to show the potential to adapt methods developed for nanocrystal

modification in colloidal dispersion to a NC-based gel substrate, the growth of thin metal oxide

shells grown on a nanocrystal gel network after its assembly (post-gelation) is investigated in

chapter 6. A gel network as substrate presents certain limitations on the available synthesis

conditions, e.g. mixing, temperature and reaction medium. Nonetheless, successful methods

to modify semiconductor and noble metal NC-based aerogels with silica and titania shells are

developed and shown to significantly increase the mechanical stability of the gel networks.

Combining the investigation of the building block interaction within a gel network and the

new synthetic approaches of network modification after gelation, it is possible to use the se-

quence of synthesis steps to control the network structure. Namely, by first performing a silica

shell modification on CdSe/CdS dot/rod building blocks and then assembling these into gel

networks, a network structure is generated in which the individual CdSe/CdS building blocks

are embedded into a silica gel matrix separated from each other. By switching the order of

operations, it is also possible to first connect CdSe/CdS building blocks into a gel network and

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

then surround this connected network with a silica shell. This results in two compositionally

comparably but structurally different gel networks, one with decoupled (isolated) and one with

coupled (connected) building blocks. Between these two digital states the existence of inter-

mittent structures is thinkable. Therefore, a shallow tunable barrier between the nanocrystal

building blocks is needed. The development of cation exchange as a powerful tool in nanocrys-

tal modification allows the introduction of ZnS (a large bandgap material compared to CdSe

and CdS) to the tips of CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals. By this modification it is possible to

generate building blocks with controlled lengths of a large bandgap material at the attachment

points in the later network presenting the envisioned tunable barrier between the building

blocks. These structures, the aforementioned completely coupled and decoupled networks as

well as networks with variable coupling via their controllable barrier, are investigated struc-

turally and optically to understand the charge carrier processes within them in chapter 7.

Overall, this thesis presents advancements in the toolbox of synthetic approaches to tune

NC-based networks both in the state of the nanocrystals (by modifying the building blocks

in colloidal solution) before gelation and in the assembled network state after gelation. These

methods are applied to first understand the charge carrier processes within such network struc-

tures and use this knowledge to control them.
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2 Nanometer-sized Materials: On the bor-
der between Molecules and Bulk

The interest of researchers in nanometer-sized materials is founded in the unique and advan-

tageous properties of these so-called nanoparticles. The most important characteristic being

their size in the range of 1 to 100 nm.[27] The minuscule size of these particles is also the

source of their properties of interest. For example but not limited to their size being in the

range of biomolecules enabling interaction with cellular material.[28] Their high surface-to-

volume ratio caused by the faster scaling of surface area with diminishing particle size gives

rise to their high potential for catalytic applications.[29–31] Their size-dependent optical and

electrical properties allow (opto-)electrical applications, but also the probing of their properties

by optical spectroscopy.[32] As the spectroscopic investigation of complex nanometer-sized sys-

tems is one of the core works of this thesis their optical properties will be discussed in further

detail within this chapter as well as the synthesis procedures to manufacture such nanosystems.

2.1 Optical Properties of Semiconducting Nanocrystals

The electronic and optical properties of semiconducting nanocrystals (NC) are determined not

only by the material from which the NCs are composed of but also to a crucial degree by their

size and shape. This dependency is caused by the so-called quantum confinement, graphically

illustrated in figure 2.1.[33, 34]

With NCs being in the border region between single molecules and bulk solids, their prop-

erties can accordingly be described as border cases of the theories describing these two sub-
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CHAPTER 2. NANOMETER-SIZED MATERIALS

Figure 2.1: Schematic depiction of change in bandgap with changing particle size. Own representation
inspired by [35]

jects. The electronic structure of single molecules can be described by the linear combina-

tion of atomic orbitals (LCAO). Linear combinations of the atomic orbitals from each atom the

molecule consists of are built, forming energetically favoured binding and energetically higher

anti-binding molecular orbitals. The bandgap of this structure is the energy difference between

the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

(LUMO). A NC can be seen as a very large molecule and molecular orbitals can likewise be

built. Due to the large number of atoms, relative to a molecule, comprising a NC the resulting

molecular orbitals are very similar in energy and can therefore be interpreted similar to a band

structure as known from solid state physics which is dependent on the size of the NC.[34, 36]

Looking from a different point of view NCs can also be interpreted as very small solids. The

excitation of an electron (e–) from the valence into the conduction band caused by e.g. light

irradiation leaves an uncompensated charge in the valence band, the so-called hole (h+). These

two charge carriers are still bound together by their opposite charge and the resulting Coulomb

attraction. Therefore, they form a quasi-particle referred to as an exciton with an average dis-
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2.1. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTING NANOCRYSTALS

tance between the charge carriers, e– and h+, called the Bohr-Exciton-Radius. If the size of the

NC is below this radius the exciton is effectively confined to a smaller space leading to the for-

mation of energy levels comparable to the simpler model of a particle-in-a-box with the surface

of the NC acting as potential barrier. Unlike this simple model the potential inside a crys-

talline material is not constant but periodically changing due to the positive atomic nuclei. To

account for this the charge carriers are usually given an approximated effective mass.[37–39]

The combination of the effective-mass-approximation and the particle-in-a-box, then culminates

in the formula (equation 2.1) derived by Brus[40] for the bandgap of nanocrystalline materials:

ENC(r) = EBulk +
h2

8r2 ·
(

1
m∗e

+
1
m∗h

)
− 1.8e2

4πεrε0r
(2.1)

ENC - nanocrystal bandgap r - nanocrystal radius
EBulk - bandgap of the bulk material h - Planck constant
m∗e - effective mass of the electron m∗h - effective mass of the hole
e - charge of an electron εr - relative permitivity of the material
ε0 - relative permitivity of vacuum

Figure 2.2: Schematic depiction of different band alignments in heterostructured semiconductor
nanocrystals with resulting electron and hole wavefunction. Own representation inspired by
[41]

The electronic structure of NCs can be tuned further by the introduction of heterostruc-

tures, meaning particles consisting of more than one material. For semiconducting NCs this

is often realised in form of a core/shell structure. These structures allow for the combina-

tion of different band gap materials which can be aligned in different fashions as shown in
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CHAPTER 2. NANOMETER-SIZED MATERIALS

figure 2.2. Different combinations are classified as type-I, in which the shell material has an

energetically higher conduction band and lower valence band than the core material resulting

in a confinement of both charge carriers in the core, and type-II, in which both bands (con-

duction and valence) of the shell material are either energetically higher or lower compared

to the core material, resulting in a spatial separation of the excited charge carriers. Typical

examples for type-I structures are CdSe/ZnS[42, 43] or InP/ZnS[44, 45] heteroparticles. Struc-

tures like these are usually synthesised to improve the optical properties of the NCs. The large

bandgap shell isolates the core from the surroundings, prohibiting non-radiative processes and

saturating surface defects on the core. All of this leads to higher quantum yields. Contrary,

type-II structures exhibiting charge carrier separation have low overlap of hole and electron

wavefunctions, which usually results in long exciton lifetimes and mostly, but not necessarily

poor quantum yields, as non-radiative pathways can be faster than the radiative recombina-

tion. Typical type-II structures include ZnSe/CdS[46–48] or CdSe/CdTe[49–51] and are used

in photocatalytic or photoelectric applications for which the charge carrier separation can be

beneficial. The recombination at the interface can also be exploited to generate low energy (red

or near-infrared) emission from larger bandgap materials. Additionally the quasi-type-II and

the reverse-type-I have also been classified. In the reverse-type-I the band alignment of the type-

I structures is reversed, so that both excited charge carriers are localized in the shell. These

structures, e.g. CdS/CdSe core/shell NCs, are being discussed for applications in optical emit-

ters or photovoltaic cells,[52–55] but mostly remain a niche interest. In the quasi-type-II system

one charge carrier is confined while the other one much less so due to a very low band offset

between either the conduction or valence band of core and shell material. The most known

structure of the quasi-type-II kind and also one of the most investigated nanostructures over-

all is CdSe/CdS.[56–61] However, the boundary between type-I and quasi-type-II is rather fluid

depending on the respective band offsets and is subject of discussion.[62–66]

2.2 Optical Properties of Metal Nanocrystals

The optical properties of noble metal NCs will be discussed here only briefly as the focus of

most of this work will be on networks of semiconducting nanocrystals. Noble metal nanocrys-
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tals will be used in chapter 6 as alternative material to show the versatility of the developed

method. These metallic NCs, like semiconducting NCs, display characteristic interactions with

electromagnetic radiation though based on entirely different underlying processes. The optical

properties of metallic NCs are results of a collective movement of electrons, in contrast to the

excitation of single electrons in semiconducting NCs. The oscillating electromagnetic field of

light moves the free charge carriers (usually electrons). With this change in charge carrier den-

sity a corresponding restoring force is generated by the Coulomb attraction between the charge

carriers and the atomic nuclei. In bulk materials the resulting charge carrier density oscilla-

tions, called plasmons, are propagating and not easily excitable by light.[67] In nanocrystaline

form, these plasmons are localized due to the small size and the curvature of NCs and if the fre-

quency of the incident light matches the plasmon frequency, a resonant absorption takes place

resulting in a strong absorption of the light and the typical intense colouring of noble metal NC

solutions.

Figure 2.3: Interaction between light and nanocrystals containing free charge carriers. Schematic depic-
tion of (A) the electric field of light inducing a shift in charge carrier density in the nanocrystals
(nanocrystals not to scale) and (B) the charge carrier distribution caused by the outside electric
field generating an internal electric field in the nanocrystal leading to a returning force and a
charge carrier oscillation.

The theory behind this so-called localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) was outlined in

1908 by solving the Maxwell-equation for the absorption and scattering interaction of light

and small metal particles.[68] In the description of LSPRs of small metal NCs the quasi-static

approximation is usually applied. This comprises of the assumption that the electric field acting
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on the NCs is significantly smaller in size than the wavelength of the indecent electromagnetic

wave (r ≤ 0.01λ). Therefore, the electric field is assumed to be homogeneous. This is roughly

applicable to particles in the size of 5 to 30 nm under visible light irradiation and can be com-

bined with the Drude model to describe the charge carrier oscillations caused by displacement

and restoring Coulomb attractions with the resonance and plasmon frequency given by equa-

tion 2.2 and schematically shown in figure2.3.[67, 69]

ωLSPR =

√
ω2
p

1 + 2εm
−γ2 and ωp =

√
ne2

ε0meff
(2.2)

ωLSPR - frequency of the LSPR ωp - plasmon frequency
εm - relative permitivity of the medium γ - dampening factor
n - density of free charge carriers e - elemental charge
ε0 - relative permitivity of vacuum meff - effective mass of the charge carriers

Accordingly, the plasmon frequency is only dependent on the material of the NC (in the

form of free charge carrier density and dielectric constant) and its surroundings within this ap-

proximation. If the size regime of the quasi-static approximation is exceeded additional higher

modes, e.g. quadrupoles, can be excited in the NCs and the interaction with light has to be

described by the Mie theory.[68]

2.3 Synthesis of Nanometer-sized Materials

As mentioned earlier, two general approaches to generate particles with nanometer scale can

be differentiated, top-down and bottom-up. The synthesis procedures can be attributed to these

approaches by the process in which the NC is generated, either by taking a larger bulk material

and reducing it in size (top-down), usually via physical methods like milling[4, 5] or laser abla-

tion,[6, 7] or (bottom-up) building the NC up from smaller molecular or atomic building blocks.

Between these the latter methods offer a more precise control over the final product regarding

its monodisperse size, crystallinity and allow for the construction of complex heterostructures

via controlling the nucleation process.[10, 11] These wet-chemical methods are also employed

in this work to generate NCs and will be further discussed in the following section. As the par-

ticles and their assemblies are studied by spectroscopic means later – and the aforementioned
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parameters (i.e. size and crystallinity) strongly influence the optical properties – a high level of

control over these is desired.

Figure 2.4: Development of surface energy, volume energy and overall free enthalpy of crystal seed nucle-
ation. Own representation inspired by [35]

Wet-chemical methods of NC synthesis are based on the precipitation of particles from su-

persaturated solutions which can be divided in the processes nucleation and growth. In this

regard, different forms of nucleation can be distinguished in form of primary homogeneous

and heterogeneous and secondary nucleation. Secondary nucleation happens on crystalline

surfaces added to the solution, while primary heterogeneous nucleation occurs on amorphous

surfaces like dust or dirt. Primary homogeneous nucleation takes place without any interfaces

present before the nucleation. The change in free enthalpy during nucleation is shown in fig-

ure 2.4 and given by equation 2.3 with the first term denoting the change due to the newly

formed crystal volume and the second term the contribution of the newly formed interface on

the crystal surface.[70]

∆G =
4
3
πr3 kBT ln(S)

Vm
+ 4πr2γ (2.3)

∆G - free enthalpy of crystal formation r - nanocrystal radius
kB - Boltzmann constant T - temperature
S - oversaturation Vm - molar volume of the bulk crystal
γ - surface free energy per unit area

This surface term scales with r2 and will predominate for small particles sizes. With an
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increase in size however the volume term (∝ r3) will inevitably surpass this and nuclei above

a critical radius (rcrit) will decrease their energy by growing and are stable once large enough,

as depicted in figure 2.4. This critical radius can be derived by setting ∂∆G
∂r = 0 resulting in

equation 2.4.[70]

rcrit =
2Vmγ

3kBT ln(S)
(2.4)

It can also be seen that the critical radius rcrit decreases with increasing level of supersatu-

ration. In a solution of particle building blocks different levels of concentration can be defined.

The saturation limit is given by the solubility of the building block in the given solvent. If

the concentration is increased above this limit primary homogeneous nucleation is still very

unlikely as the nuclei will most likely be too small and dissolve, but secondary nucleation can

take place in this region as the solubility is exceeded. Only with a further increase in concen-

tration, above a critical level of supersaturation, spontaneous primary homogeneous nucleation

will take place.

Figure 2.5: Concentration of monomers over time (with the saturation concentration (csat) and the concen-
tration necessary for spontaneous nucleation (ccrit) marked and t1 and t2 marking the time
the nucleation of particles starts and ends, respectively) during nanocrystal synthesis (LaMer-
Diagram). Own representation inspired by [71]

As described, the controlled synthesis of nanometer-sized particles is based on the ability to

direct particle nucleation and growth. One of the oldest universal descriptions of the nucleation

theory in supersaturated solutions was provided by LaMer and Dinegar on the example of sul-

fur.[71] This theory is often used to describe the processes during nanoparticle formation. As
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described in this, often via the so-called LaMer-Diagram shown in figure 2.5, the most important

task when synthesizing monodisperse nanometer-sized particles is the separation of the two

phases of particle synthesis, namely nucleation and growth. In the first step (t0 → t1), before

the reaction, the concentration of the monomers is low. Monomer refers to the small molecules

or clusters forming the particle. When the concentration is raised it will at some point exceed

the saturation limit. As discussed earlier, all systems need at least a certain amount of over-

saturation before particles form. Only when the monomer concentration is raised above the

limit of critical nucleation, particles will form (t1). New particles will continue to nucleate as

long as the monomer concentration is above this limit (t1→ t2), while already formed particles

will grow in size. For this reason the aim of controlled nanoparticle syntheses is to keep the

nucleation phase (t1→ t2) as short as possible so the nucleation and growth phase overlap only

shortly as to obtain monodisperse particles. Below the critical concentration (t2 onwards) the

particles will continue to grow until the saturation concentration is reached. On much larger

time scales, at concentrations around the saturation limit the process of Ostwald ripening will

influence the particle size. In this process smaller particles dissolve to facilitate the growth of

larger particles. Smaller particles are unfavoured due to their higher surface curvature result-

ing in faster solvation. Larger particles will therefore benefit in the continuous equilibrium of

dissolving and reattaching of monomers while smaller particles gradually degrade.

The earliest examples of nanoparticle synthesis are quite old, but at that point the underly-

ing processes had not been understood yet.[72–74] After the studies mentioned earlier,[71] the

organized development of nanoparticle synthesis procedures yielded ways to generate nanopar-

ticles from various materials.[75, 76] As the contents of this thesis are focussed on semicon-

ducting particles produced in organic media, this will also be the focus of this section, referring

to further literature for information on metal,[70, 77, 78] metal oxide,[70, 79] and polymer

nanoparticle[80] synthesis.

Although the synthesis of especially CdTe NCs has also been very successfully demonstrated

in aqueous media,[81] the synthesis of the semiconducting NCs like the ones used in this work

are usually performed in organic solvents. The diverse selection of organic media offers the

ability to tune the synthesis over a wider temperature range and by the use of specific addi-

tives. The breakthrough in the field of semiconductor quantum dot (QD) synthesis has been
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the introduction of the hot-injection synthesis.[9] This procedure is based on the decomposi-

tion of metal-organic precursors (e.g. dimethylcadmium) after the quick injection into hot

high-boiling organic solvents (e.g. tri-n-octylphosphine oxide, TOPO). The rapid increase in

concentration via the quick injection and the following rapid decrease caused by the nucleation

burst of NCs constitutes the aforementioned control over size and monodispersity. The next

important step has been the replacement of the toxic and pyrophoric precursors. Synthesis

routes starting with CdO as starting material have been described and offer an easier to handle

alternative.[82] The addition of certain organic molecules acting as complexing agents for the

NC precursors and surface ligands for the resulting particle has also been investigated inten-

sively, resulting in better control of NC shape and structure.[83–87] Building on these works

a large array of NC syntheses for semiconducting materials has been outlined, for the well

established II-VI semiconductors (CdTe,[9, 82, 85, 88] CdSe,[9, 82, 87] CdS,[9, 82] ZnS,[89]

ZnSe,[90] HgTe[91]), as well as IV-VI (PbSe,[92] PbS[93–95]) or III-V (InP,[96] GaAs,[97, 98]

GaN[99]) semiconductors.

The techniques of NC synthesis offer chemists the ability to adapt their product for an in-

tended function. With the ever-growing advance of nanomaterials into the subjects of science

as well as commercial products,[100] in turn more and more elaborate ways to tailor nanoparti-

cles to exhibit desired properties were developed. This marked the advent of heterostructures,

nanoparticles consisting of more than one compound, in the form of core-shell structures,[101,

102] janus particles,[102, 103] and other variations, e.g. core/shell/shell[102, 104] or embed-

ded particles.[105] The consequences of formation of heterostructures to the electronic struc-

ture of the resulting NCs has been described earlier in section 2.1. In the endeavour to create

heteronanostructures again the nucleation and growth need to be controlled meticulously to

generate the structures as desired. Usually, the synthesis of heteronanostructures is based on a

seeded-growth approach, first synthesising a seed NC of one material which is then used to ini-

tiate the growth of the second material onto itself. Contrary to the single material NC synthesis

discussed earlier, the secondary nucleation is very much needed in this procedure and primary

nucleation needs to be avoided as to generate a pure product free of homogeneously nucleated

shell material. The activation energy for secondary nucleation is generally lower than the ac-

tivation energy for homogeneous nucleation, allowing the control over these processes by the
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reaction conditions such as monomer concentration. In the seeded-growth process a new solid-

solid interface is generated and the growth of the second material can take place in mostly two

fashions depending on this interface. The energy for this deposition process is given in equation

2.5.

∆Gseeded−growth = γ1 −γ2 +γ1,2 (2.5)

∆Gseeded−growth - free enthalpy of nanoheterocrystal formation
γX - liquid-solid surface energy of material X
γ1,2 - solid-solid surface energy between material 1 and 2

If the liquid-solid surface energy of the second material (γ2) is favourable compared to that

of the seed material (γ1) or the solid-solid surface energy of the newly formed interface (γ1,2) is

small which is the case for good crystallographic matching of the two materials, the deposition

takes place in form of a continuous uniform shell. In contrast, if the crystallographic matching

is poor or the surface energy of the second material is higher than the one of the seed mate-

rial (γ2 > γ1) the deposition of the second material happens in an island-like domain growth.

This can further be influenced by the addition of surface active molecules, ligands, which may

change the surface energy of the individual materials. These mechanisms are referred to as

Frank-van der Merwe and Volmer-Weber mode respectively.[102]

The growth of uniform core/shell NCs is very common in the field of semiconductor NCs

and different types and examples[42–45, 47, 50–53, 59, 60] have been mentioned in section

2.1. Apart from these one-step reactions a shell growth can also be performed successively

layer-by-layer in the successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR)[106] or colloidal atomic

layer deposition (c-ALD)[107] approaches. In these methods individual cation and anion layers

of the desired shell material are grown one by one which allows for strict control over the

shell thickness. Another common practice is the growth of several different shells to gradually

alter the lattice constant and reduce the crystallographic mismatch between the layers, e.g.

in CdSe/CdS/ZnS.[108] Additionally, the deliberate synthesis of non-uniform shells has been

investigated, resulting in differently shaped heterosystems.[46, 61, 109–111] Similar to shape

control in single material systems[87, 112] the deposition of asymmetric shells makes use of

surfactants binding preferably to certain crystal facets or an inherent asymmetry in the seed

NC due to its crystal structure and kinetic control in the reaction.[102] The heterostructure
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made up of CdSe QDs which are then used in a seeded-growth synthesis to grow elongated CdS

shells[109] (referred to as CdSe/CdS dot/rod) takes up a special spot within this thesis as it is

the structure most of this work is based upon. This is a quasi type-II NC, meaning the hole is

localized in the CdSe core (due to the large offset between the CdSe and CdS valence bands)

while the electron is delocalized throughout the entire NC (due to the marginal offset between

the conduction bands). As will be described later (in section 3.3), this results in unique optical

properties when connecting these dot/rods into network structures.

All of the named examples deal with heteronanostructures made up of two different semi-

conductors. There are, naturally, also a myriad of heterostructures from different material

types. Core/shell structures of metal/semiconductor hybrids have been achieved by various

methods.[113–115] The same material combination in different shape, as semiconductor deco-

rated with metal domains, has gathered large interest due to its photocatalytic properties and

accordingly the formation of these structures has been investigated extensively, directing the

domain size and position by different methods.[116–123] The combination of various NCs with

silica in core/shell particles can be interesting for very different reasons. Often an outer silica

shell is employed to facilitate water solubility and with it biocompatibility in structures such as

metal oxide/silica or semiconductor/silica.[25, 26, 124] In metal/silica core/shell structures[19,

125] it can additionally serve to tune the optical properties of the particles. The general syn-

thesis route of these structures consists of the hydrolysis of silica precursors in presence of

the core NCs inside a microemulsion solvent system,[124] but methods without the need for

an emulsion have also been developed.[21, 22] The broad silicon metal-organic chemistry al-

lows for further adjustments such as the introduction of small silicon based ligand molecules

improving the attachment of the shell, the additional functionalization of the silica shell or

a controllable porosity of the shell.[126, 127] These core/shell modification methods will be

build upon in chapter 6 to apply this nanoscale synthesis not simply to a NC dispersion but a

macroscopic network of particles of hundreds of kilometers length.

Another tool for tailoring nanocrystals is cation exchange. In this method an already synthe-

sized nanocrystal is used and the individual cations in its structure replaced.[55, 128] Nanocrys-

tals with well-established syntheses can essentially be used as templates. The advantage of

this approach lies in the ability to generate nanocrystals in materials, shapes or crystal struc-
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tures that are hard and sometimes even unattainable.[129] The anion lattice ideally stays un-

affected by the cation exchange as anions are larger than cations and less likely to be ex-

changed.[130] The cation exchange in nanocrystals is feasible only because of the small dif-

fusion length needed in these materials. This allows the reaction to finish on reasonable time

scales and at reasonable conditions as compared to cation exchanges on macroscopic scales.

The mechanisms behind this cation exchange can be understood as a four step process. In a

theoretical system of CA + Bx+ BA + Cx+ these steps represent dissociation of the orig-

inal compound, desolvation of the introduced cation, association of the new compound and

solvation of the original cation.[131]

CA(s) C(s) + A(s) Dissociation (2.6)

B x+
(aq) B(s) Desolvation (2.7)

B(s) + A(s) BA(s) Association (2.8)

C(s) C x+
(aq) Solvation (2.9)

This process is therefore influenced by the contributions of the different crystal energies

(represented in the dissociation and association) and the solvation energies (represented in des-

olvation and solvation). Consequently, a cation exchange is preferred when the crystal energy of

the target compound is favoured. This is influenced by the lattice energies but also lattice strain

and surface energy. Likewise, an influence can also be exerted through the solvation energy by

the choice of solvent and additional ligands to e.g. facilitate the solvation of the original cation.

In cases of non-isovalent exchanges, e.g. Cd + 2 Cu+ Cd +
2 + 2 Cu, additional factors like

entropy and reaction kinetics further influence the reaction.[131] The exchange starting from

copper compounds or using copper compounds as intermediate phase is a common practice

due to the high mobility of copper ions in the crystal lattice which is caused by their defect rich

structures.[130] A cation exchange will start on the surface and proceed into the structure via

solid-state diffusion. It has been shown that these cation exchanges can be performed shape

selectively on NCs, e.g. starting at the tip in case of rod-shaped or multipod NCs.[132, 133]
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The technique of selectively exchanging cations from the tip of NCs will be employed later in

section 7.3 to tune the bandstructure of NC building blocks.

As will be described in the following chapter 3, NCs of all designs, materials and shapes can

be employed as building blocks to constitute larger network structures whose assembly, mod-

ification and characterization are at the center of this work. The properties of such networks

result as much from the synthesis of the building blocks as from the assembly process itself.

Precise control over the nanoparticle synthesis in turn allows control over their properties and

the properties of the network structures build up from them.
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3 Network Structures: Putting the Pieces
Together

In the following the general principles behind gel network structure formation and destabiliza-

tion of colloidal nanoparticle solutions, the conversion of wet gels to their air filled counterparts

and the current state-of-the-art of NC-based gel structures will be discussed.

3.1 Network Formation

A gel or a network structure can be produced by many different approaches. The more classi-

cally known methods are based on the sol-gel process. This procedure is typical of metal oxide

gel structures like silica, titania, vanadium oxide, but can also be applied to organic and bio-

polymers. It starts from molecular precursor compounds, mostly metal organic or salts, which

react in hydrolysation and condensation reactions to form the amorphous metal oxide network.

However, there is a different route to inorganic network structures starting with the separated

colloidal synthesis of NC building blocks and a second step for the formation of the network.

This allows for a fine-tuning of the building block properties as well as further influencing

the network.[12, 134, 135] The state-of-the-art of NC-based network structures will be further

detailed later in section 3.3. First, the fundamental principles of NC network assembly will dis-

cussed here. Generally, NCs finely dispersed in solution need to be stabilized. They are subject

to gravitational forces facilitating a particle precipitation, which can be exploited for NC purifi-

cation, but also Brownian motion keeping the NCs moving. Due to their high surface area and

surface energy there is also a thermodynamic driving force inducing aggregation of particles
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into larger structures, while Van-der-Waals (VdW) interactions pull the particles towards each

other. VdW forces are caused by dipole interaction between particles (or molecules) which are

present in all systems. These dipoles can be the permanent dipoles in polar species but also

induced by random fluctuations in electron density. Interestingly, VdW interactions between

nanocrystals can be estimated to act over comparably large distances (see equation 3.1) unlike

the very short range interaction that VdW forces represent when looking at molecules.[136]

VV dW ≈ −
AH
12

r
D

(3.1)

VV dW - Van-der-Waals interaction energy AH - Hamaker constant
r - nanocrystal radius D - distance between particle surfaces

Due to their long range and their dependence on bulk properties like refractive index and

dielectric constant (which are simplified into the Hamaker constant), VdW forces are seldom

modified to tune particle interactions.[134] This is amplified by the relatively large differences

between dielectric properties of common solvents and inorganic NCs allowing only a low range

of tunability.

Figure 3.1: Development of the total interaction energy in case of two electrostatically stabilized nanocrys-
tals approaching each other with contribution of the repulsive electrostatic interaction and the
attractive Van-der-Waals interaction. Own representation inspired by [134]

To generate a stable NC colloid different methods can be employed to keep particles from

fusing together counteracting the above mentioned attractive interactions. In polar solvents the

most popular way is the use of electrostatic stabilization. Therefore, either the particle itself or
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the ligands surrounding the particle are endowed with a certain charge leading to a surface

charge of the particle and the formation of an electric double layer around the particles. As the

particles now exhibit the same charge they will repel each other. The interaction between two

equal NCs due to these electrostatic interactions can be described by equation 3.2.[134]

Velec ≈ 2πεmε0rφ
2
0e
− D
λD (3.2)

Velec - electrostatic interaction energy εm - relative permitivity of the medium
ε0 - relative permitivity of the vacuum r - nanocrystal radius
φ0 - surface potential D - inter-particle distance
λD - Debye length

The effect of these counteracting forces can be visualized using the DLVO (Derjaguin, Lan-

dau, Verwey, Overbeek) theory according to which such forces are added to generate an ex-

pression for the overall interaction in dependence on the distance between the particles. A

visualization of this approach is shown in figure 3.1. It can be seen that over long distances

an overall attraction between particles due to the VdW interaction exists. A particle dispersion

is stabilized in a local energy minimum at certain moderate distances. For particles moving

closer to each other an energy barrier by the repulsive electrostatic interactions keeps particles

from aggregating. However, as this barrier can be overcome - either by sufficient energy in the

system or by changing the height of the barrier - past the barrier an aggregation of the particles

is energetically strongly advantageous. The strength of the energy barrier in electrostatically

stabilized NCs is dependent on the medium (see equation 3.2) but also the Debye length which

in itself is dependent on temperature directly and indirectly via the permitivity of the medium

and the ionic strength (see equation 3.3).[134]

λD =

√
εmε0kBT

e2NA2I
(3.3)

λD - Debye length εm - relative permitivity of the medium
ε0 - relative permitivity of the vacuum kB - Boltzmann constant
T - temperature e - charge of an electron

NA - Avogadro constant I - ionic strength of the medium

In organic, non-polar solvents the usual strategy is the use of long chain organic surface

ligands to coat the particles. These ligands then form a sterical barrier between the NCs. This

strategy is common in case of most semiconductor chalcogenide NCs such as the ones used
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Figure 3.2: Development of the total interaction energy in case of two nanocrystals stabilized by bulky
organic ligands approaching each other with contribution of the repulsive steric interaction
through osmotic and elastic forces and the attractive Van-der-Waals interaction. Own repre-
sentation inspired by [134]

throughout most of this work. The interaction of the ligands and the solvent is complex, but

can be described to a large part by osmotic and elastic repulsive interactions when particles

approach each other. Ligand shells overlapping presents an effective local ligand concentra-

tion increase in the overlapping region causing an osmotic pressure of the solvent. The solvent

molecules attempting to compensate this concentration difference will separate the NCs. At

even closer distances the ligands themselves are compressed into more unfavourable config-

urations resulting in strong repulsive forces. Again the forces acting in such systems can be

summed up as depicted in figure 3.2. In this case of steric stabilization, there is no energy bar-

rier like described for electrostatic stabilization but rather a strong and growing repulsion for

particles moving closer together. There exists however an energetic minimum for the particle

distances and depending on circumstances moving particles further apart than this minimum

can be difficult. The forces between the particles can in this instance be controlled via the lig-

and solvent interaction (e.g. be introduction of anti-solvents or change in temperature) and via

the ligand coverage.[134] The controlled slow removal of ligand through various means is one

of the most common gelation methods for NCs and the one used in most of the present work.

The generation of network structures build up from NC building blocks represents a conve-

nient approach to transform these NCs into macroscopic solids. This assembly necessitates the
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destabilization of the NC sol. To maintain control over the network structure this destabiliza-

tion has to be carefully managed by directing the inter-particle forces detailed above. To this

day a multitude of methods adapted for the respective NC, its solvent and its surface function-

alization have been demonstrated to successfully generate NC-based network structures which

will be discussed in detail in section 3.3.

3.2 Preparation of Aerogels

To convert a solvent filled gel structure while retaining its filigree network, it can not simply

be dried under ambient conditions. During drying of porous structures a meniscus is form-

ing inside the pores causing capillary forces dependent on the pore diameter. The capillary

stress arising during the drying within the small pores of the network can reach the order of

1000 bar and lead to a collapse of the network structure.[137] A collapsed network structure is

commonly referred to as Xerogel.

There are several approaches to circumvent the problem the capillary forces pose during the

drying process and retain the original structure. The most universally known being the super-

critical drying (SCD) or critical point drying. In this, the solvent inside the gel is brought above its

critical point to reach a supercritical state. In this state there is no difference and therefore no

interface between liquid and gaseous state resulting in the elimination of the capillary forces.

Due to the usually high pressures needed, this procedure is carried out in an autoclave. The

SCD is also the historical method.[138] The solvents used in this case were mostly alcohols,

from which metal oxide but also organic gels were dried. This hot SCD has the inherent problem

of the high pressures and temperatures necessary to reach the critical point of e.g. methanol

and ethanol (ca. 60-80 bar and 240 °C) in conjunction with the flammability of these solvents.

A very important step for the safety and viability of SCD has been the introduction of cold

SCD comprising of an additional solvent exchange step to liquid carbon dioxide.[139] The CO2

can then be supercritically extracted as its critical point is accessible at relatively moderate

conditions. In practice this is generally done by transferring a lyogel in a suitable solvent into an

autoclave which is then pressurized and filled with liquid CO2. The original solvent is separated

and the temperature of the container is increased until above the critical point of CO2 (ca.
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74 bar and 31 °C). The pressure inside the container is then carefully vented under isothermal

conditions (see also the phase diagram in figure 3.3 for illustration of the process).[137] The

network structures produced by this procedures are usually named aerogels.

Figure 3.3: Phase diagram of CO2 with arrows describing the course of different drying techniques. Own
representation inspired by [12]

A second procedure avoiding the gas-liquid interface and resulting capillary forces is the

freeze-drying. Here, the solvent is first frozen solid and sublimated at low pressure afterwards

to extract it from inside the network. The pressure needs to be low to allow the vapour pressure

of the frozen solvent to drive the extraction of the solvent from the gel.[137] This method was

described for silica gels, but yielded relatively poor results due to cracks in the dried gel trig-

gered by the crystallization of the solvent.[140] In the field of NC-based gels the simultaneous

network formation and freezing of the solvent has shown promising results.[141, 142] These

gels can be referred to as cryoaerogels or cryogels.

The third option to obtain porous dried network structures is to actually perform conven-

tional solvent evaporation or ambient pressure drying (APD). In this technique the occurrence

of a meniscus and the resulting capillary forces is tolerated and other precautions are taken to

ensure the network can withstand the stress exacted on it. The two important points are the
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choice of solvent, as the capillary stress depends on the surface tension of the solvent and the

network reinforcement. The stress acting on the network can be greatly reduced by employing

low surface tension solvents (e.g. acetone) plus the strength of the network can be increased

by surface modification with methyl groups preventing further condensation of the network

during drying.[143–146]

Often gels are further reinforced by cross-linking with organic molecules forming organic-

inorganic hybrid gels.[147] These gels are then sometimes called aerogel-like xerogels. It has to

be noted at this point that the definitions of aerogel, xerogel and others are blurred and used in

different meanings in literature also because they do not refer to a materials property, but the

process that has been used to create it. All of the methods for APD have been limited to classical

sol-gel networks and not yet found applicability in the NC-based gels.

Out of the three ways detailed here, the supercritical drying is until today the preferred

method to reliably produce NC-based aerogels and it is the one employed for all dried porous

network materials discussed in this thesis.

3.3 Nanocrystal-Based Network Structures

The assembly of colloidal nanocrystal building blocks into larger interconnected network struc-

tures has first been described on the example of CdS colloids.[148, 149] The gelation was in-

duced by the slow partial oxidation of the thiolate surface ligands on the particles accidentally

or intentionally induced by atmospheric oxygen or addition of hydrogen peroxide, leading to

a gentle destabilisation of the colloid and a bridging between the particles via sulfur-sulfur

bonds. In reference to similarities to the sol-gel process these networks are often called gels, in

which case the colloidal nanoparticle dispersion is the sol. After the first experiments with wet

nanocrystal-based gels[148] the first report of successful drying to obtain NC-based aerogels

introduced this new material class on the example of CdS.[150] The number of available mate-

rials for nanoparticle-based aerogels was soon expanded to PbS, CdSe and ZnS, in this case us-

ing tetranitromethane as oxidizer for ligand removal.[151, 152] While these materials displayed

the quantum confinement inherent to their NC building blocks in their absorption the emission

was usually lost or drastically diminished in the resulting aerogel due to surface etching and
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resulting trapping effects. This was overcome by the use of more complex structures, namely

CdSe/ZnS core/shell nanocrystals, allowing the production of highly fluorescent NC-based net-

work structures.[17] The repertoire of materials was further extended to CdTe, introducing high

intensity light irradiation as gelation inducer. The light initiates photocatalytic decomposition

of the ligands of the NCs similar to the earlier described chemical oxidizers.[153] Similar tech-

niques have more recently yielded Ni2P[154] and InP[155] NC-based network structures. With

the report of noble metal nanocrystal-based networks the range of materials was broadened

even further. In this instance gels from aqueous Au, Ag, and Pt nanoparticles, but also mix-

tures thereof have been prepared by either oxidation (H2O2) or change in solvent polarity (by

addition of ethanol). Also, the favourable effects of mixing different nanoparticle (Au and Ag

or Pt and Ag) building blocks on network formation and stability have been mentioned in this

work.[156] Other methods based on ligand removal employ propylene oxide as oxidizer for the

assembly of ceria (CeO2) NCs,[157] the reductive removal of surface ligands on Pt nanocubes

by hydrazine,[15] and the non-oxidizing ligand removal by trivalent cations, demonstrated on

different cadmium chalcogenide nanostructures.[158] The development of new network assem-

bly methods continues to bring forward ever new pathways to NC-based networks. The use of

tetrazoles as nanoparticle ligand allows for the network formation by addition of metal ions

that form complexes with the tetrazole effectively glueing the particles together. In turn these

networks can therefore reversibly formed this way and dissolved by addition of a stronger com-

plexing agent.[159, 160] With the introduction of the so-called all-inorganic nanoparticles,[161]

in which small inorganic atoms and complexes are employed as ligands, also gave access to a

new route of gel formation based similarly on a complexation mechanism.[162, 163] The elec-

trochemical gelation of nanoparticles has also been reported either by an electrochemical strip-

ping of the ligands[164] or by in situ generated crosslinking metal ions.[165, 166]

A completely different way based not on chemical interactions, but on physical forces to

assemble NCs into porous network structures is the cryoaerogelation. In this case the colloidal

building block solution is rapidly frozen by immersion in liquid nitrogen. The NCs are not

incorporated in the ice crystals and accumulate in the remaining space where they are pressed

together to form lamellar network structures.[141, 167] In a similar manner, networks were

generated by sublimation of organic crystals decorated with nanoparticle building blocks.[168]
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Another method of network formation by physical forces is the combination of two NC building

blocks which have each been modified with specific surface ligands to have opposing surface

charges, e.g. aminothiols and thiocarboxylic acids resulting in positive and negative surface

charge respectively. When mixed together the two differently modified building blocks attract

each other and the network is formed.[169, 170] In some cases also simple heating of the col-

loidal building block solution can lead to gelation. Heat influences the stability of solutions in

many ways, e.g. by influencing the equilibrium of bound and free ligands on the NC surface

and especially in aqueous solutions changing the dielectric constant of the medium. These ef-

fects have been used to assemble Au-titania[171], antimony-doped tin oxide[172], and recently

with Cu3N NC networks[173] the first nitride NC-based gel. Another different method is the

centrifugation assisted gelation in which the colloidal building block solutions are exposed to

low-force centrifugation which in certain cases is enough to cause concentration of particles

and particle aggregation into network structures in the bottom part of the container. This was

demonstrated for InTaO4.[174]

As already mentioned in case of nanoparticles not only composition, but also size and

shape play a defining role in their resulting properties. Accordingly, the influence of different

NC shapes as network building blocks has been investigated, demonstrating higher resulting

porosities and increased resistance to mechanical stress for anisotropic building blocks (rods

and branched NCs).[175] Also hollow noble metal NC building blocks have been assembled

into gels.[176–178] More recent interesting uses of shape-controlled building blocks employ

CdSe-based nanoplatelets[14] (2D nanostructures with the thickness of only a few monolayers)

or Pt nanocubes.[15] In both instances the resulting networks only exhibit certain crystallo-

graphic facets, making these structures interesting for site selective catalytic reactions.[15] A

different work is focused on the use of CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanostructures as network building

blocks.[13] The elongated, rod-shaped building blocks show a tendency to assemble tip-to-tip.

Furthermore, these semiconducting building blocks offer interesting electronic properties with

the excited hole highly confined in the CdSe core while the excited electron is much more

delocalized as depicted in figure 3.4. The interconnected network shows highly increased flu-

orescence lifetime which was attributed to the mobility of the excited electron inside the net-

work.[13] The CdSe/CdS dot/rod NC-based networks will be used for further studies on NC-
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based network modification in chapter 6 as well as on the highly interesting (opto-)electronic

behaviour in chapter 5 and 7.

Figure 3.4: Schematic depiction of a network of connected CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals and of the
band structure of two connected dot/rods with electron and hole wave functions

Apart from tuning the individual building blocks, the network itself can also be tuned. By

means of cation exchange, mentioned earlier and commonly employed in NC chemistry but

much less on the level of NC-based gels, the composition of the network can be tuned after the

fact. This allows access to gel networks of materials which beforehand could not be gelated

due to their instability to common gelation conditions.[179, 180] The electrochemical deposi-

tion of a surface layer onto preformed noble metal NC-based networks has been reported.[181]

In this thesis, the modification of continuous NC-based gels by wet-chemical methods will be

described in chapter 6. A different approach is the concurrent gelation of more than one compo-

nent, especially the combination of noble metal NCs and semiconducting NCs in one network

has gathered some interest because of the effective charge separation on excitation between

the two components.[182–184] Other works also show energy transfer within a network of two

semiconducting NCs with different bandgaps.[160] Very recently the potential to tune the net-

work homogeneity in two component gels by the gelation kinetics has been demonstrated.[185]

This technique has earlier been used in single component gels to tune the network density in-

fluencing bandstructure and opacity of the final gel.[186, 187] While all these works focus on

adjusting the networks on the nano- to microscale, the reported fabrication of laterally resolved
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NC-based gels by inkjet printing showcases the macroscopic shaping of these structures.[188]

Overall, NC-based networks can be influenced before and even after gelation on all size scales

from individual atoms in the NCs crystal structure up to the macroscopic shape of the mono-

lith.[135]

The high surface area of these porous network structures makes them interesting subjects

for interface-driven applications. These include photocatalysis by NC-based aerogel fragments

in solution[189], by monolithic aerogels in a gas-phase flow reactor[190] and electrocataly-

sis[191]. In the area of electrocatalysis a lot of work was done on composition tuning of the

noble metal catalytic network structures. One of the key advantages of NC-based aerogels in

this context is their resistance to thermal aggregation and their self-support, meaning no de-

tachment from a support material is possible.[178, 191–194] The high porosity of NC-based

aerogels also lead to studies on their application in thermoelectrics.[195, 196] Due to their high

surface area and the potential to finely tune the electronic structure of their building blocks the

photoelectrochemical properties of NC-based gels have gathered some interest,[158, 197, 198]

leading to proof-of-concepts of NC-based aerogel photoelectrochemical sensing.[142, 199]

In summary, the assembly of isolated, colloidally stable NC building blocks enables the sep-

aration of the building block formation and the network formation similar to the principles of

nanoparticle synthesis. Beyond this, the network itself also presents a point to further influ-

ence the properties via control of the structure. This in turn allows for the precise tuning of the

individual building blocks and the network itself to suit certain applications or the principle

investigation of NC-based network properties.
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5 Optical Properties of Nanocrystal-Based
Aerogel Networks

5.1 Summary

The (size dependent) optical properties of nanomaterials and the connected electronic proper-

ties are one of their core characteristics making them interesting in applications from illumi-

nation to sensing. As has been described earlier it is possible to retain such optical properties

of the nanocrystalline building blocks when assembling them into a manageable macroscopic

structure in case of aerogels. As stated in section 3.3 it is moreover even possible for the result-

ing aerogel to exhibit new optical properties based on the connection of the building blocks.

One remarkable example are aerogels based on CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals. Due to the

band structure of these CdSe/CdS building blocks an excited electron is delocalized over a part

of the connected network larger than the original building block. This results in ultra-long

photoluminescence lifetimes in these aerogel structures. In this chapter the optical properties

of such networks are investigated in detail.

The publication in section 5.2 contains a temperature dependent investigation of the optical

properties down to cryogenic temperatures. The photoluminescence decay of the structures can

be seen to be highly temperature dependent, initially increasing in speed with lower tempera-

tures and then splitting into two processes with drastically different time scales. This can be

attributed to bright and dark states in the CdSe cores and can be described with an established

three-level model. Additionally, the structures are prepared starting from either 2.8 or 3.5nm

CdSe cores resulting in different band structures and therefore different emission colors. The
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interaction within networks of mixed building blocks is investigated and a straight-forward

color tunability between green and red is shown.
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Temperature and Composition Dependent Optical
Properties of CdSe/CdS Dot/Rod-Based Aerogel Networks
Pascal Rusch,[a, b] Denis Pluta,[a, b, c] Franziska Lübkemann,[a, b] Dirk Dorfs,[a, b, d]

Dániel Zámbó,[a, b] and Nadja C. Bigall*[a, b, d]

Employing nanocrystals (NCs) as building blocks of porous
aerogel network structures allows the conversion of NC
materials into macroscopic solid structures while conserving
their unique nanoscopic properties. Understanding the inter-
play of the network formation and its influence on these
properties like size-dependent emission is a key to apply
techniques for the fabrication of novel nanocrystal aerogels. In
this work, CdSe/CdS dot/rod NCs possessing two different CdSe
core sizes were synthesized and converted into porous aerogel
network structures. Temperature-dependent steady-state and
time-resolved photoluminescence measurements were per-
formed to expand the understanding of the optical and

electronic properties of these network structures generated
from these two different building blocks and correlate their
optical with the structural properties. These investigations
reveal the influence of network formation and aerogel
production on the network-forming nanocrystals. Based on the
two investigated NC building blocks and their aerogel networks,
mixed network structures with various ratios of the two
building blocks were produced and likewise optically charac-
terized. Since the different building blocks show diverse optical
response, this technique presents a straightforward way to
color-tune the resulting networks simply by choosing the
building block ratio in connection with their quantum yield.

Introduction

With the introduction of network structures based on colloidal
CdS dispersions[1,2] and the conversion of these nanocrystal-
(NC) based gels to aerogels[3,4] – porous network structures – an
exciting new class of materials emerged. In analogy to the well-
established sol-gel method, this allows for the transformation of
nanoscopic materials into macroscopic, self-supported solids.[5,6]

A number of methods[3,7–12] to produce aerogel networks based
on most of the available NCs[13–18] has been developed and first
demonstrations of applications have been published. These

were focused on the sensing[19,20] or catalytic[21–25] properties of
the NC building blocks but much less attempts have been
made to utilize the inherent photoluminescence (PL) of the
semiconducting NC building blocks. Compared to the more
classical sol-gel approach to produce aerogel networks, a key
advantage of NC-based aerogels is that it allows for the
synthesis of the individual NC building blocks in a separate step
prior to the network formation. In turn, enabling the use of the
vast library of NC synthesis and modification procedures to be
used to fine-tune the building blocks and in consequence the
later network itself. As these NC-based structures bridge from
the nanoscopic scale of each building block up to the macro-
scopic shape of the resulting monolith, the tuning of their
properties can similarly be performed on the level of the
individual building block (e. g. shape-selective synthesis[10,26] or
bandgap engineering[26,27]), and the macroscopic ensemble (e. g.
patterning[28]). In addition to these nano- and macrostructuring
possibilities, a level of control can also be exerted at the
intermediate scale to tune the microstructure and the building
block connection.[29] Multicomponent networks, formed of more
than one building block material, are often used to connect
semiconducting materials with metallic ones for the generation
of catalytically active networks. This can be done by the isolated
synthesis of two different NC building blocks,[30–34] assembling
hybrid nanoparticles[35–37] or even via the direct deposition of
the metal to the forming network.[38,39] The idea of connecting
two different semiconducting NC building blocks into one
network has been explored much less frequently. The nature of
the interparticle connection,[8] the ligands[40,41] and the
composition[42] play a governing role in the control over the
assembled gel structures in terms of the structural as well as
optical properties. When combining two differently-sized CdTe
NC building blocks or CdTe and ZnSe NC building blocks which
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differ in their band positions into one network, energy and
charge transfer within these semiconductor multicomponent
networks could be confirmed by the change in the emission
spectra between the building block solution and the connected
networks. In turn, this could then be used to tune the ratios of
the different components to generate white emitting
aerogels.[42]

In the present work, we aim to increase our understanding
of the optical properties of these multicomponent semiconduc-
tor NC-based networks namely within the system of CdSe/CdS
dot/rod NC building blocks by analyzing their temperature-
dependent optical properties. The measurements are per-
formed by steady-state as well as time-resolved photolumines-
cence (PL) spectroscopy. Additionally, expanding this estab-
lished system of CdSe/CdS dot/rod NC-based aerogels via the
use of building blocks with differently sized CdSe cores and
therefore varying emission colors is also targeted, as schemati-
cally drawn out in Figure 1A. These systems of connected CdSe/
CdS dot/rod NCs are remarkable due to their optical properties,
i. e. the difference in PL lifetimes at the level of the individual
building blocks and a connected network.[8] The measured PL
decay of the connected network is considerably longer than the
decay of the isolated particles which could be attributed to the
interparticle connection and a resulting delocalization of the
excited electron over several connected building blocks.[8,43]

Results and Discussion

Optical Properties of CdSe/CdS Dot/Rod Building Blocks and
Their Aerogel Networks

The nanocrystal building blocks were synthesized along well-
known literature routes by hot injection method (see Exper-
imental Section for details). To this end, CdSe QDs in two sizes
were produced. For the sake of simplicity, these will be called
small core for 2.0 nm CdSe QDs and large core for 3.9 nm CdSe
QDs in the following. These CdSe QDs were then used as seeds

for the growth of an elongated CdS shell, which resulted in the
production of CdSe/CdS dot/rods with dimensions of ca. 4 ×
50 nm independent of the CdSe core size (see Figure 2A,B and
S1) The ensemble optical properties (see Figure 2E,F) were
tuned via the size of the CdSe core embedded into a CdS shell
showing a size-dependent CdSe absorption maxima at 537 nm
(small core) and 605 nm (large core) and the emission at
555 nm and 608 nm for CdSe/CdS dot/rods, respectively. For
both heteroparticle systems, a strong absorption can be
observed below 500 nm due to the band edge of the CdS shell
material accounting for the majority of the dot/rods.

These well-defined dot/rod building blocks were then
assembled into interconnected porous network structures (i. e.
gels) by controlled oxidative removal of their protective ligands
(3-mercaptopropionic acid) via the addition of low concentra-
tions of hydrogen peroxide (see Figure 2C,D). This process
favorably attacks the ligands on the NC tips (due to steric
considerations) and also facilitates the generation of sulfur-
sulfur bonds resulting in the NCs forming a mostly tip-to-tip
connected crystal-crystal bound network.[8] As has been shown
in earlier works, these networks show considerably longer PL
lifetimes compared to their individual NC building blocks. This
effect was previously attributed to the delocalization of excited
electrons within several connected building blocks, thereby
decreasing electron-hole overlap.[8] As can be seen in Figure 2F,
this effect is also clearly visible in the large core sample for this
study with the PL lifetimes increasing from 15 ns for individual
building blocks to 28 ns in the network structure. In the small
core sample, the increase in PL lifetime between individual NCs
and an interconnected network is likewise observed with an
increase of the PL lifetime from 22 ns to 29 ns. This confirms the
influence of the interconnection of the CdSe/CdS dot/rod
building blocks as well as the conduction band-offset between
the combined semiconductors on the PL decay behavior
similarly to the earlier reported red-emitting CdSe/CdS dot/rod
based aerogel networks.[8] Networks build-up from building
blocks based on much smaller CdSe cores not investigated yet.
This is interesting as these smaller CdSe core-based structures
have been reported to behave differently to larger CdSe core-
based ones in certain aspects. With smaller CdSe cores and as
consequence a larger bandgap of the core material, the
conduction band offset between the CdSe core and the CdS
shell is expected to decrease (see scheme in Figure 1B), leading
to an increased leaking of the electron wavefunction into the
CdS shell in the excited dot/rod.[44–47] This leads to longer PL
lifetimes in CdSe/CdS dot/rods with smaller cores due to the
increased delocalization of the excited electron. Meanwhile, the
steady-state optical properties (see Figure 2E) of these CdSe/
CdS dot/rod-based aerogel networks are similar to their
building blocks. The CdSe absorption is clearly visible at 525 nm
(small core) and 590 nm (large core) with the CdS absorption
edge around 480 nm in both instances. As can be seen in the
spectra, the absorption of the network structures reaches a
saturation around this CdS band edge whereby higher energy
of the incident light does not lead to a higher measured
absorption – as would be the case for diluted dispersions of the
building blocks. This is due to the optically dense sample being

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of (A) the synthesis route of the investigated
CdSe/CdS NC-based aerogel networks and (B) the band structure of the two
NCs based on differently sized CdSe cores.
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a macroscopic monolith comparable to a very highly concen-
trated dispersion. Like their building blocks, the assembled
network structures show emission from the CdSe core at
544 nm and 608 nm respectively. The PL quantum yield (PLQY)
increases from 6 % (small core) and 23 % (large core) in the
respective aqueous dispersions to 26 % (small core) and 38%
(large core) in the aerogels (see Figure S6). This increase in
PLQY is most likely caused by the removal of solvent and
therefore a removal of certain non-radiative recombination
pathways.[48,49] Additionally, by the crystal-to-crystal connection
of the inorganic building blocks via the tips, surface traps on
the tips are likely to be eliminated.

Temperature Dependent Optical Properties of CdSe/CdS
Dot/Rod Aerogel Networks

The aerogel networks, as well as their building blocks as a
reference, were then systematically investigated with regards to
their optical properties at lower temperatures. The steady-state
emission spectra change consistently with the changing
temperature for the network structures and their building
blocks (see Figure 3 and S3). The emission maxima shift to
higher energy at lower temperatures accompanied by a
decreasing full width at half maximum (FWHM). These parame-
ters can be extracted from the experimental spectra by fitting
with a single Gaussian. This temperature-dependent emission
behavior is well-known and documented for semiconducting
NCs[50–52] and can be attributed to exciton-phonon coupling as
well as lattice deformation both being temperature-dependent

Figure 2. CdSe/CdS dot/rod NC-based aerogel network structures and the individual building block NCs. TEM micrographs of CdSe/CdS dot/rod NCs
synthesized from (A) 2.0 nm CdSe cores and (B) 3.9 nm CdSe cores and the respective (C, D) network structures. (E) Absorption (solid lines) and emission
(dashed lines) spectra with inset showing the magnified area of CdSe absorption and (F) PL decays of these CdSe/CdS dot/rod NC-based aerogel networks
and the individual building blocks (2.0 nm CdSe core-based structures in blue colors, 3.9 nm CdSe core-based structures in red colors).
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themselves and influencing the electronic properties of the
NCs. The temperature dependent emission maxima, i. e.
bandgap (Eg(T)), can be fitted by the empirical Varshni law[53]

(Equation 1).

Eg Tð Þ ¼ EgðT ¼ 0Þ �
aT2

ðT þ bÞ
(1)

The thermal dependency of the respective emission maxima
can be fitted by the Varshni law using 195 K as β (which is

roughly the Debye temperature) and ca. 4 ·10� 4 as α (a measure
for the electron-phonon coupling) for individual NC building
blocks and their networks alike (see Figure 3C), yielding values
close to the ones reported for these CdSe/CdS dot/rods
before.[52] The theoretical bandgap at 0 K (Eg(T=0)) as deter-
mined by this fit agrees well with the observed emission colors,
while a slight difference between building blocks and
assembled networks can be observed (see Table S1).

Looking at the time-resolved PL spectroscopy, the CdSe
cores (see Figure S4) show a non-monoexponential decay
behavior at higher temperatures, probably due to the lack of
surface passivation. After the growth of CdS shells, the PL decay
is much closer to a mono-exponential behavior, which would
be expected for an ideal system. A longer decay component tail
can be observed. This has been seen in the past for these types
of core-shell NC systems and has been attributed to shallow
electron traps causing a delayed emission.[54] For all samples,
building blocks and networks alike, a similar trend can be
observed with the PL lifetimes decreasing with decreasing
temperature (see Figure 4 and S5). This phenomenon has been
discussed in literature for the CdSe/CdS dot/rod system[51]

(which are employed here as individual building blocks) but has
not been investigated for the resulting network structures, yet.
For the building blocks, several different factors have been
argued to cause this behavior of decreasing PL lifetimes at
lower temperatures, starting with (i) a shifting conduction band
offset altering the extend of delocalization into the CdS shell,[51]

(ii) the thermal lattice fluctuations introducing asymmetry in
electron and hole wavefunction,[52] and (iii) the contribution of
higher excited electron states by thermal mixing.[52] All of these
proposed mechanisms would alter the electron-hole overlap
which results in a change in radiative lifetimes. These effects
described for the individual building blocks can be assumed to
likewise take place in their interconnected network structures,
and similar trends in the change of PL lifetimes with temper-
ature can be observed for both different CdSe core sizes.
Interestingly, the PL lifetimes observed for the aerogel network
structures exceed the ones of the individual building blocks
over the full temperature range.

The effect detailed above of decreasing PL lifetimes with
decreasing temperature can be observed until roughly a
temperature of 80 K. Below this and down to temperatures of
20 K a different trend can be seen with the lifetimes increasing
again with decreasing temperature and easily surpassing the
lifetimes measured at room temperature (see Figure 4). With
continuously lower temperatures down to 4 K, the evolution of
two separated processes (one with very short lifetimes and one
with extremely long lifetimes) is found. As shown in Figure 4D,
the measured PL lifetime decreases from initially 15 ns at room
temperature to 8 ns at 77 K in case of large core dot/rods and
below this temperature rises again, to then split up into two
distinct processes. For clarification, it should be noted that
deviation from ideal mono-exponential behavior at higher
temperatures, as can be seen in some cases (see Figure 4, S4,
S5) can be attributed to surface states, as has been stated
earlier,[54] and should not be confused with the processes at
cryogenic temperatures. Similarly, the measured PL of large

Figure 3. Change of PL with temperature. Temperature dependent emission
spectra of CdSe/CdS dot/rod NC-based aerogel networks with (A) CdSe core
diameter of 2.0 nm and (B) CdSe core diameter of 3.9 nm. (C) Change in
emission maxima depending on temperature and Varshni law fit for CdSe/
CdS dot/rod NC-based network structures with different CdSe core sizes
(blue colors for small cores, red colors for large cores) and the respective
individual building blocks.
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core aerogels decrease from 28 ns (room temperature) to 22 ns
(120 K) to then increase and split into the aforementioned two
processes. This behavior is also seen in the small core samples
with PL lifetimes decreasing from 22 ns and 29 ns at room
temperature to 18 ns and 26 ns at 77 K for small core dot/rods
and SC aerogels, respectively. Again, below 77 K the increase in
PL lifetime and eventual evolution of two processes can be
observed for the small core samples. The transition point from
PL lifetimes decreasing with decreasing temperature to then
increase with decreasing temperature, i. e. the minimum
measured PL lifetime, is slightly different between samples
within the region of 77–120 K. The fast process of the cryogenic
decays at 4 K shows lifetimes between 2.7 ns (large core dot/
rods) and 1.2 ns (large core aerogels), while the slow process
varies between 247 ns (in large core dot/rods) and 1262 ns (in
the respective large core aerogels). Comparable results are
obtained for the small core sample with a fast component,
2.4 ns (small core dot/rods) and 2.2 ns (small core aerogels), and
a slow component, 292 ns (small core dot/rods) and 822 ns
(small core aerogels). Similar to these observations, two
processes have been shown for CdSe/ZnS NCs in the past[55]

and have been attributed to the bright and dark exciton (with
the first showing extremely fast recombination and the latter
showing very slow recombination due to the spin forbidden
transition). This behavior is very much alike in the CdSe/CdS
dot/rod building blocks as has been shown in reference,[51] and
in their network structures as observed in the present work. As
has been demonstrated in the past,[55,56] these systems can be
explained by a three-level model with the ground state (jG >),
the bright, allowed state (jA >) and the dark, forbidden state
ðjF >) (see Figure 4C). The two excited states are different in
energy by ΔE, the bright-dark splitting. They exhibit respective
radiative recombination rates (GA and GF ) with a spin-flip from
bright to dark state denoted by g0 and a thermally induced
spin-flip gth ¼ g0NB mixing bright and dark states with
NB ¼ 1=ðeDE=kBT � 1Þ being the Bose-Einstein phonon occupa-
tion. As has been detailed elsewhere,[56] under the assumption
of the PL signal being proportional to ðGA 1A þ GF 1FÞ, with the
time-dependent populations of the bright (1A) and dark (1F)
exciton states an expression for the PL signal (S(t)) can be
derived (Equation 2).

S tð Þ ¼
GA NB þ GF

1þ 2NB
e� GLt þ

GA

2 ð1þ 2NB Þ
e� GSt (2)

In this equation, the long (GL) and short (GS) component of
the observed PL decay can be expressed as follows:[56]

GL ¼
GA þ GF

2 �
GA � GF

2 tanh
DE

2kBT

� �

(3)

GS ¼ g0ð1þ 2 NBÞ (4)

This results in biexponential decays at very low temper-
atures with a short component caused by recombination from
the bright state before relaxation and a long component caused
by the recombination from the dark state. At higher temper-

Figure 4. Temperature-dependent time-resolved PL properties. PL decay and
single exponential fits at different temperatures of CdSe/CdS dot/rod NC-
based network structures with (A) 2.0 nm CdSe core diameter and (B) 3.9 nm
CdSe core diameter, grey lines indicate the exponential fit of the data. (C)
Three-level model used to describe the PL kinetics at cryogenic temper-
atures. (D) Temperature-dependent PL lifetime extracted by single exponen-
tial fit (at T>10 K) or single exponential fit of the long decay component (4–
10 K), inset shows the fit of the extracted lifetimes following equation 3
(derived from a three-level model).
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atures, this transforms into a mono-exponential decay. This
expression (Equation 3) can be used to fit the experimentally
observed slow component of the PL decay to extract the
bright-dark splitting ΔE as well as the radiative recombination
rates of the bright (GA ) and the dark (GF ) state (see Figure 4D
and Table S3). The CdSe/CdS building blocks show cryogenic
decay curves quite similar to their respective initial CdSe cores.
The domination of the PL behavior at cryogenic temperatures
by the CdSe cores can be expected due to the recombination
taking place solely in these cores. Minor differences might be
caused by the CdS shell as this alters surface passivation and
dielectric surrounding of the cores in the dot/rods. However,
interestingly, as seen in the present work, the assembly of these
CdSe/CdS dot/rod building blocks into aerogel networks results
in increased PL lifetimes not only at room temperature but at
all temperatures down to 4 K. This is unexpected so far, as the
assumption for these network structures would likewise be a
domination of the CdSe core in the PL decay behavior at
cryogenic temperatures, if these cores are unaffected by the
network assembly and drying procedure generating the aero-
gels. While it has been shown that the cryogenic PL decay of
CdSe/CdS dot/rods depends strongly on the nanorod width, the
nanorod length has shown no noticeable influence.[56] Compar-
ing these observations to the networks in this study, the
connection of the dot/rod building blocks into network
structures should yield similar results as elongating the rod
further. As can be seen, the width of the network structure
corresponds well to the width of the individual building blocks
(see Figure S1 and S2). A change in width can therefore be
excluded as the reason for the difference in cryogenic decay
behavior between building blocks and networks. This might in
turn hint at additional processes taking place during the drying
process. In the first description of CdSe/CdS dot/rod NC-based
aerogel networks, the difference in decay behavior between the
freshly assembled hydro- and acetogels to the dried aerogels
was monitored. It was attributed to the removal of the solvent
and potential sintering processes improving the connection of
the building blocks to each other during the supercritical
drying, which takes place at elevated pressure and slightly
elevated temperature.[8] These processes, elevated pressure
leading to sintering as well as the washing process during
solvent exchange (which is part of the synthetic process to
produce such dried aerogels), can principally all influence the
surface of the NC building blocks resulting in differences in
surface passivation and therefore modified PL kinetics. The
cryogenic PL decay measurements presented here might also
hint at these processes influencing not only the interparticle
connection but likewise the internal structure of the building
blocks, e. g. the CdSe to CdS interface.

Optical Properties of Aerogel Networks Assembled from Two
Different CdSe/CdS Building Blocks

For further insight into the interaction between the individual
building blocks inside of these CdSe/CdS network structures the
two building blocks described above (small core and large core)

were then combined into one network, varying the mixing ratio
of these two components. The mixing of two CdSe/CdS dot/
rods possessing different emission colors in colloidal solution
resulted in a colloidal mixture exhibiting both emission features
(Figure 5A). The resulting spectra were fitted with a system of
two Gaussians with the parameters for the peaks (peak
maximum and FWHM) taken from the Gaussian fit of the
emission spectrum of the individual respective dot/rods or their
corresponding network structures. The area of the two peaks in
the mixtures is therefore left as the only free parameter. From
the ratio of the respective peak areas in combination with the
PLQY of the unmixed samples, an estimation of the ratio of the
two building blocks can be made (see Figure 5D and Table S4).
From this ratio, a small systematic error is visible slightly shifting
these ratios compared to the targeted ratios, most likely due to
the error in calculating the particle concentration (using the
Cd2+ concentration, the NC size as measured from transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and the bulk density of CdS). For the
building block mixtures, as one would expect for these low
concentration colloidal solutions, in which the NC building
blocks can be assumed to be isolated from each other, no
interaction between the two building blocks could be observed.
The ratios, interestingly, could be found in the respective mixed
networks with only minor deviations between mixed colloids
and the mixed interconnected network (see Figure 5, for the
intermediate acetogels see Figure S7). The evaluation of the
emission intensity by fitting with two Gaussians worked
reasonably well for all but one sample. In this instance, the
fitting was not possible for the assembled networks with a high
content of red-emitting (large core) building blocks (targeted
ratio: 1–10). This is caused by the overlap of the more intense
red emission peak and the low intensity green emission peak in
conjunction with slight deviations from the ideal Gaussian peak
shape. These factors did not allow for a correct fitting of the
emission curve with a combination of two Gaussians. Earlier
reports on other mixed semiconductor NC aerogel systems
indicate a shift of emission in the case of a network consisting
of two different sized CdTe QDs due to charge and energy
transfer from the larger bandgap building block to the small
bandgap building block which in that case needed to be taken
into account upon color tuning the aerogel monolith.[42] This is
very much not the case in the structures described in this work,
with no strong difference between a mixture of two building
blocks emitting different colors and the network assembled
from them. This can be explained by the CdS shell of the
building blocks. While the excited electron is delocalized over
multiple connected rods as discussed earlier, the localization of
the hole to the CdSe core of the building block is happening
within less than 1 ps.[44,57] The recombination, therefore, hap-
pens solely in the cores after a few ps.[58] The emission color
staying rather constant between the colloidal mixture of CdSe/
CdS building blocks and their assembled networks does allow
for a less complex approach to the color tuning of the resulting
macroscopic network structures. This can be done simply by
varying the ratios of the building blocks used in accordance
with their quantum yields as demonstrated here with a color
space from red to yellow to green (see Figure 5B).
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The networks formed from different mixed building blocks
also show the behavior observed for single component net-
works when investigating their temperature dependent optical
properties (see Figure 6). The emission maxima shift and the
FWHMs narrow with lower temperature. Additionally, a prom-
inent shift in the ratio of the two emission peaks is visible. The
change of emission intensity with temperature in the CdSe/CdS
dot/rod system is rather complex with multiple processes
contributing to a non-radiative recombination[46] which can be
favored or hindered by lower temperatures. A difference in PL
intensity with temperature between the building blocks of two
different CdSe core sizes can also be observed in the individual
single component aerogel networks (see Figure S8). While the
small core aerogel shows a more or less steady increase of PL
intensity at lower temperatures, the large core aerogel shows a
slight loss in intensity at moderate temperatures (down to ca.
150 K) to only then increase with decreasing temperature
(Figure S8). The interplay of these two behaviors results in the
effect observed in the mixed aerogel network of both building
blocks. Here, the intensity of the green emission (emanating
from the small core part of the network) compared to the red

emission (from the large core part) increases to roughly this
temperature of 150 K to then decrease again down to 77 K
below which it stays constant and comparable to the ratio of
green to red emission observed at room temperature. The PL
kinetics likewise are very similar to the measurements of the
single component networks described above. A slight decrease
in PL lifetime is seen down to ca. 80 K and below that, a drastic
increase with a split into two processes can be observed. These
measurements taken at the emission maxima of one of the
building blocks are very much in line with the measurements of
the networks formed solely from the respective building block
as displayed in Figure 6D. This is also true for the PL decay
behavior of mixed networks assemble from other ratios of SC
and LC building blocks, as shown in Figure S9. This again
reinforces the point that the emission properties are mostly
governed by the CdSe core within these CdSe/CdS dot/rod
aerogel networks. The effect of increased PL lifetimes between
individual building blocks and assembled networks as reported
earlier could likewise be confirmed in this study and may be
attributed to the CdS-to-CdS connection within the network
enabling further delocalization of the excited electron[8,43] as has

Figure 5. Emission properties of CdSe/CdS dot/rod-based network structures with two different CdSe core sizes and their mixtures (targeted molar ratios of
the two mixed building block NCs are given). Emission spectra of (A) colloidal dispersions and mixtures of the building block NCs and (C) the resulting aerogel
networks. (B) Chromaticity coordinates of the colloidal mixtures (grey) and the aerogels (black), inset shows a photograph of the aerogels under UV
illumination. (D) Contribution to emission peak areas of the mixed colloidal NC and network structures of the small CdSe core (blue colors) and large CdSe
core (red colors) NCs corrected by the quantum yield of the unmixed samples. As discussed in the main text, the evaluation of the peak areas for 1–10 ratio
was only possible in colloidal mixtures.
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similarly been demonstrated by increasing the length of the
CdS rod-shaped shell.[59] An interaction between building blocks
of different core sizes and therefore different band gaps within
a mixed network of these two components with regards to
emission color or cryogenic PL kinetics could not be observed
here.

Conclusions

In summary, CdSe/CdS dot/rod-based aerogel networks were
synthesized, and the optical properties of these networks
produced starting from two differently sized CdSe cores were
investigated. In this context, the known effect of prolonged
photoluminescence lifetimes caused by the network formation
could be confirmed also for the much smaller CdSe core
samples. For the first time the cryogenic PL properties of these
networks and their building blocks have been investigated.
While the general temperature dependent PL behavior was
similar between CdSe QDs, CdSe/CdS dot/rods and CdSe/CdS
dot/rod-based aerogel networks, distinct differences from
individual NCs to interconnected NC networks could be found.
Namely, a remarkably slow dark exciton recombination was
observed, which might appear due to the process of aerogel
fabrication. The two investigated nanoparticles were subse-
quently assembled into mixed networks of controlled ratios
presenting a convenient approach to color tuning of the
macroscopic aerogel networks, as the emission color of the
mixed networks can be controlled solely by the mixture of the
individual components and no additional interaction between
the two differently emitting building blocks during network
formation was found. This underlines the governing effect of
the CdSe cores on the overall optics of the mixed CdSe/CdS
dot/rod aerogel networks.

Experimental Methods

Chemicals

Tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO), Sulfur, 3-mercaptopropionic
acid (MPA), potassium hydroxide, methanol, chloroform and hydro-
gen peroxide (35 % aqueous solution) were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich. Cadmium oxide and selenium were purchased from Alfa
Aesar. Octadecylphosphonic acid and Hexylphosphonic acid were
purchased from PCI Synthesis. Tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP) was
purchased from ABCR. Toluene and acetone were purchased from
Merck. All chemicals were used without further purification.

Synthesis of CdSe/CdS Building Blocks

The synthesis of the CdSe cores and the CdSe/CdS dot/rods was
performed along with established literature methods.[8,60]

Briefly, 180 mg CdO, 840 mg ODPA and 9 g TOPO were degassed at
150 °C and then heated to 300 °C under nitrogen. 5.4 mL TOP were
injected, and the temperature was raised to 350 °C. At this point, a
solution of Se in TOP (0.174 g Se in 5.4 mL TOP) was quickly
injected, and the reaction mixture was kept at this temperature
until the desired size of CdSe NCs was reached (10 s for small cores

Figure 6. Temperature-dependent optical properties of CdSe/CdS dot/rod
NC-based aerogel network consisting of a 1/1 molar ratio small CdSe core
(2.0 nm) and large CdSe core (3.9 nm) building blocks. (A) Emission spectra
at different temperatures and PL decay measured at the (B) higher energy
(small cores, marked blue in panel A) emission peak, corresponding to
detection at 525 nm (4 K)-555 nm (295 K), and (C) low energy (large cores,
marked red in panel A) emission peak, corresponding to detection at
590 nm (4 K)–615 nm (295 K). (D) PL lifetimes extracted from the decay
curves in panel B and C compared to PL lifetimes of aerogels based on one
NC building block only.
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and 4.5 min for large cores respectively). The CdSe NCs were
separated and cleaned by repeated precipitation with methanol
and dispersion in toluene.

For CdSe/CdS dot/rods 60 mg CdO, 280 mg ODPA, 80 mg HPA and
3 g TOPO were degassed at 150 °C and then heated to 300 °C under
nitrogen. 1.8 mL TOP were injected, and the temperature was
raised to 350 °C. A solution of S in TOP (0.13 g S in 1.8 mL TOP)
containing 80 nmol of CdSe core NCs (as determined by optical
spectroscopy)[61] was injected swiftly. The reaction mixture was kept
at this temperature for 8 min and then cooled down. The particles
were collected and cleaned by repeated precipitation with
methanol and dispersion in toluene. Each sample was finally
dispersed in 5 mL toluene for storage.

Phase Transfer of CdSe/CdS Building Blocks

The CdSe/CdS dot/rods were phase transferred via ligand exchange
to MPA.[62,63] 4.5 mL of CdSe/CdS dot/rod solution was added to a
phase transfer solution containing 250 μL MPA and 0.2 g KOH in
10 mL MeOH. This mixture was shaken overnight, the NCs were
separated by centrifugation and dispersed in 0.1 M KOH. This
solution was cleaned of organic contaminants by the addition of
3 mL chloroform and 10 mL acetone. The NCs were again separated
by centrifugation and dispersed in 0.01 M KOH. The Cd2 + concen-
tration was measured via atom absorption spectroscopy (AAS) and
adjusted to 3.6 g/L.

Gelation and Drying of CdSe/CdS Networks

CdSe/CdS dot/rod based networks were produced via oxidative
removal of the ligands.[8] Small amounts of hydrogen peroxide
(75 μL 0.035 % solution) were added to 800 μL of aqueous CdSe/
CdS dot/rod solution. For mixtures of the two CdSe/CdS dot/rods
(small core and large core) the respective volumina were calculated
using the particle concentration as obtained from the Cd2+

concentration and the dot/rod size determined by TEM. These
gelation mixtures were heated to 80 °C for 1 min and then kept
undisturbed in the dark until a syneresis is visible. The gels are
washed by repeated replacement of the supernatant by fresh
solvent, first with water and later acetone. After the completed
solvent exchange to water-free acetone, the gels can be converted
to aerogels by supercritical drying using a critical point dryer
(Quorum Technologies E3100). In this, the solvent is first thoroughly
exchanged to liquid CO2 which is afterwards brought to 35 °C at
75 bar (above its critical point). The CO2 is subsequently released
from the dryer to yield NC-based aerogels.

Optical Characterization

Optical spectroscopy was performed using an Edinburgh Instru-
ments FLS 1000. For time-resolved measurements the samples
were excited using an Edinburgh Instruments EPL-450 (445.1 nm
wavelength, 60 ps pulse width) with a repetition rate of 100 kHz if
not stated otherwise, scattered excitation light was filtered out
using a colored glass filter. Samples were measured in either 3 mL
quartz cuvettes (Hellma Analytics) for solutions or in demountable
quartz cuvettes (Hellma Analytics) for solid samples. For temper-
ature-resolved measurements, this spectrometer was coupled with
an Oxford Instruments OptistatCF cryostat cooled either by liquid
nitrogen or liquid helium with the sample in helium gas. In this
case, solid samples were loaded into 1.5 mL quartz cuvettes (Hellma
Analytics) and liquids were drop-cast onto quartz glass slides. Time-
resolved PL decays were fitted by a monoexponetial decay (
f xð Þ ¼ A e� t=t þ B ) to extract the PL lifetimes (τ). Quantum yield

and absorption measurements were performed using an Edinburgh
Instruments integration sphere using 3 mL quartz cuvettes (Hellma
Analytics) or Edinburgh Instruments Teflon solid sample holders
with quartz cover slides. Quantum yields were calculated using the
integrated area of the scattered excitation peak and the integrated
area of the emission peak in the integrating sphere measured with
and without the sample. Sample absorption was measured by
moving excitation and emission monochromator in synchronous
and calculating the difference with and without a sample in the
integrating sphere. Absorption measurements of colloidal solutions
were performed using an Agilent Cary 5000 spectrometer using
3 mL quartz cuvettes. AAS measurements were performed using a
Varion AA140, samples were dissolved in aqua regia prepared from
AAS grade acids.

Electron Microscopy

TEM measurements were performed using a FEI Technai G2 F20.
Samples were drop-cast onto carbon foil on copper grids
(Quantifoil), for aerogel samples small amounts of aerogel were
dispersed in acetone by ultrasonication for 5 seconds before drop-
casting.
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6 Post-Gelation Approach for Structuring
Nanocrystal-Based Aerogels

6.1 Summary

The formation of aerogels based on nanocrystaline building blocks made from a wide range of

different materials has been exhaustively described. One important advantage of these methods

is the meticulous control over the building block properties (size, shape, crystal structure, etc.)

achieved through the separated synthesis and the methods of nanoparticle chemistry. It is, how-

ever, also possible to treat the assembled gel as a substrate which can be further transformed

by processes established in nanoparticle chemistry after the network formation (post-gelation).

The publication in section 6.2 presents a process to modify whole nanocrystal-based aero-

gels by wet-chemical methods of nanochemistry. This results in a macroscopic network of as-

sembled connected nanocrystals surrounded by a thin uniform metal oxide. These shells can

be demonstrated to significantly increase the mechanical resilience of the networks the mod-

ification is applied to, thereby resolving the common problem of the mechanical fragility of

NC-based aerogels. The process is developed for a silica shell grown around a substrate of con-

nected CdSe/CdS dot/rod NC building blocks, but is demonstrated to be adaptable to different

shell materials (i.e. titania) or network substrates (i.e. based on connected noble metal NCs) by

minor modifications in procedure.
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Versatile route to core–shell reinforced network
nanostructures†

Pascal Rusch,a Fabian Niemeyer,a,c Denis Pluta,a,c Björn Schremmer,a

Franziska Lübkemann,a Marina Rosebrock,a Malte Schäfer,b,c Mandy Jahns,b

Peter Behrens b,c,d and Nadja C. Bigall *a,c,d

In this work we present the generation of new core–shell network nanostructures of macroscopic dimen-

sionality by a two-step process analogous to the seeded-growth method in colloidal nanoparticle modifi-

cation. The nanoparticle-based core network is assembled first and in a separate second step it is coated

with a continuous metal oxide shell by sol–gel methods. The interparticle contact of the nanoparticles com-

prising the core network is kept intact throughout the process. By analyzing the local elemental distribution,

the shells can be shown to be homogeneous over the macroscopic network monolith. The shell network

can be used to considerably reinforce the mechanical strength of the final core–shell network structure.

Introduction

After the introduction of aerogels in 1931 by Kistler1 and the
optimistic outlook to extend the list of materials from which
aerogels can be generated, it still took the better part of a
century until a method was used to generate nanocrystal-based
aerogel networks in 2005.2,3 This method to form randomly
oriented network structures out of pre-formed colloidal nano-
particles offers higher customizability as it allows the fine
tuning of the individual building blocks by modern colloid
chemical routes as opposed to the one-step generation of par-
ticles and networks in molecular routes of conventional sol–
gel chemistry. In recent years the number of nanoparticle
materials that were converted into such macroscopic and
porous network structures steadily increased4–7 and was
expanded to noble metals8 as well as a number of intricate par-
ticles provided by the well advanced chemical synthesis of
nanoparticles.9–13 The procedure usually includes the con-
trolled destabilization of a colloidally stable nanoparticle solu-
tion, often by attacking the stabilizing ligand shell of the par-
ticle, e.g., by oxidation agents. More recently different methods

were described based on connecting the particles – sometimes
also reversibly – via the interaction of ligands, organic and in-
organic, with added cations.14,15 Also methods completely free
of chemical interactions but rather based on physical pro-
cedures have been employed.16 Still, as the catalogue of new
nanoparticles grows and the number of these converted into
self-supporting 3D networks increases, generally this inno-
vation stops once a network is indeed generated.

In this work we want to show that the network formation
alone does not need to be the last step, but instead some of
the modification procedures developed for colloidal nano-
particles can – under the right conditions – be applied to a
nanoparticle network substrate as well. Network structures
build up from metal nanoparticle building blocks have shown
very promising results as catalysts in the oxygen evolution
reaction17,18 as well as fuel cell applications.19 Similarly semi-
conductor nanoparticle based networks were employed as
photocatalysts.20 Our group recently demonstrated a semi-
conductor network based sensor also showing the higher sen-
sitivity of the network compared to plain nanoparticles.21 One
drawback of the monolithic network structures is their poor
mechanical stability which is widely regarded as the point
inhibiting application of these networks.22,23 Here, we propose
the method of post-assembly shell growth as a new way to
increase mechanical stability and thereby resolve one major
problem holding self-supporting nanoparticle network struc-
tures back from their potential applications. For example, in
recent studies of the catalytic activity of nanoparticle aerogels,
it was found that either the networks had to be broken apart
and dispersed24 or the reaction conditions needed to be
changed drastically13 to accommodate this problem. It has
recently been shown that it is possible to grow metallic shells

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Rehydration experi-
ments, further TEM and SEM measurements. See DOI: 10.1039/c9nr03645h

aInstitute of Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry, Leibniz Universität Hannover,
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30167 Hannover, Germany
cLaboratory of Nano and Quantum Engineering, Leibniz Universität Hannover,

Schneiderberg 39, 30167 Hannover, Germany
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around nanoparticle-based networks by electrochemical depo-
sition.25 Our method also entails another modification step
after the initial nanoparticle network formation but using wet-
chemical methods. The method employed is similar to a
seeded growth mechanism in colloid chemistry, where first
nanocrystal seeds are synthesized and subsequently a different
compound can be grown onto the seeds under conditions of
heterogeneous nucleation only. In our method, however,
instead of the seed nanoparticle we employ a seed nanoparticle
network, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. More specifically, we
propose the growth of metal oxide shells around the whole
NANOparticle-based NETwork Structure (NANONETS) (consist-
ing of interconnected nanocrystal building blocks) using sol–gel
processes. The method presented in this work is applicable for
different substrates as shown by the shell growth onto the semi-
conductor NANONETS as well as metallic ones. It can also be
used to grow not only silica shells but also titania alike (also see
Fig. 2). This indicates the versatility of our approach.

Contrary to other methods already published in the litera-
ture we do not embed particles in a gel matrix made of the
metal oxide.26–29 Instead the original network is made up of
the nanoparticle based “core” network which is encased in a
second “shell” network applying a post-assembly coating step.
The crystal-to-crystal contact between the nanoparticles in the
“core” network is still present in the newly formed structure,
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.

Experimental
Chemicals used

Tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%), 3-mercaptopropionic
acid (MPA, 99%), potassium hydroxide (KOH, >85%), hexane
(99%), toluene (99.7%), methanol (99.8%), sulfur (S, 99.98%),
ammonia (NH3, 28.0–30.0% aqueous solution), titanium(IV)
butoxide (97%), sodium borohydride (98%), (3-aminopropyl)-
trimethoxysilane (APTMS, 97%) and tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS, 99.999%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Acetone
(99.5%) and hydrogen peroxide (35% aqueous solution) were
purchased from Honeywell. Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.998%),
hydrogen tetrachloroaurate trihydrate (99.99%), silver nitrate
(99.9%) and selenium (Se, 99.999%) were purchased from Alfa
Aesar. Hexylphosphonic acid (HPA, >99%) and octadecylpho-
sphonic acid (ODPA, >99%) were purchased from PCI Synthesis.
Tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP, 97%) and trisodium citrate
dihydrate (99.0%) were purchased from ABCR. Acetylacetone

(acac, 99%) was purchased from Merck. Ethanol (99.8%) was
purchased from Roth. All chemicals were used as received.

Synthesis procedures

The CdSe/CdS nanorods used for network formation were syn-
thesized according to the literature procedure30 and assembled
as described in earlier studies of our group.12 The whole
process will be described briefly here.

Synthesis of CdSe cores. CdSe quantum dots were syn-
thesized by mixing 60 mg of CdO with 280 mg of ODPA and

Fig. 2 Different material combination of post-gelation modified net-
works. (a) CdSe/CdS nanorod core network with a silica shell, (b) CdSe/
CdS nanorod core network with a titania shell and (c) Au–Ag mixed core
network with a silica shell.

Fig. 1 Schematic depiction of the two-step process employed: first,
the assembly of individual nanocrystal building blocks into a porous
network structure and second the modification of this network by shell
growth.

Nanoscale Paper
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3 g of TOPO in a 25 mL three-neck-flask and degassed at
150 °C for one hour. The temperature was raised to 300 °C
under a nitrogen atmosphere to dissolve CdO. 1.8 mL of TOP
was added and the mixture was heated to 380 °C. At this point
58 mg of Se powder dissolved in 1.8 mL of TOP (equimolar
mixture) was injected by a syringe. Due to the injection the
temperature of the mixture decreased, it was allowed to reach
380 °C again, and then the reaction mixture was cooled down
to room temperature. The quantum dots were precipitated by
the addition of methanol and centrifuged. The quantum dots
were washed twice by dispersion in toluene and precipitation
by methanol and afterwards stored in toluene.

Synthesis of CdSe/CdS nanorods by the seeded growth
method. For the growth of rod shaped shells around the CdSe
quantum dots 60 mg of CdO were mixed with 280 mg of
ODPA, 80 mg of HPA, and 3 g of TOPO and degassed at 150 °C
for one hour. Under a nitrogen atmosphere the temperature
was increased to 300 °C and 1.8 mL of TOP is added. The
temperature was raised to 380 °C and a mixture of S in TOP
(130 mg S in 1.8 mL TOP) and the dissolved CdSe cores
(400 µM, concentration estimated by optical spectroscopy31)
was injected. After six minutes of reaction time the mixture was
allowed to cool to room temperature. The nanorods produced
by this method were precipitated, washed in a similar way to the
quantum dots in the first step and stored in 6 mL of toluene.

Transfer of CdSe/CdS nanorods into aqueous solution. The
phosphine capped nanorods need to be transferred into water
for network formation. This was done by exchanging the
ligands with mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) as described in
the literature.32,33

The nanorods in solution (750 µL) were precipitated by the
addition of methanol and centrifuged at 5000 rcf. The super-
natant was discarded and the particles were dissolved in
10 mL of hexane. To this solution 242 µL of MPA was added as
well as 10 mL of a 0.1 M solution of KOH in methanol. The
mixture is shaken for 24 hours during which the now MPA
capped nanorods precipitated. The particles were separated
from the remaining phase transfer solution by centrifugation
and could be dissolved in 0.1 M aqueous KOH.

Assembly of the CdSe/CdS nanorod network. The aqueous
solution of nanorods was diluted to a cadmium ion concen-
tration of 3.6 mg mL−1 and 800 µL of this solution were mixed
with 75 µL of 0.35% hydrogen peroxide. The solution was
thoroughly mixed and heated to 80 °C for one minute. It was
then left undisturbed in the dark for one hour and afterwards
a macroscopic network structure is formed. The network was
washed by multiple additions of water and removal of the
supernatant.

Synthesis of noble metal nanoparticle network structures.
Noble metal nanoparticles were prepared and assembled into
network structures according to literature procedures.8 For the
preparation of Au nanoparticles 36.2 mL of a 0.2 wt%
H[AuCl4]·3H2O solution was added to 465 mL of distilled
water. To this solution 11.6 mL of 1% sodium citrate solution
was added and after 30 seconds 5.5 mL of sodium borohydride
solution (prepared by dissolving 39 mg of NaBH4 in 50 mL of

1% sodium citrate solution) was quickly added. This was left
to stir for 30 minutes. The prepared nanoparticle dispersion
was concentrated by filtration down to a volume of 10 mL.
During this the particles were washed by repeatedly adding
5 mL of distilled water and concentrated by filtration. Ag nano-
particles were prepared in a similar manner using 12 mL of
0.2% AgNO3 solution as a noble metal precursor and by per-
forming the reduction in boiling solution. The two noble
metal nanoparticle dispersions were mixed in equal volumes
(here 0.5 mL) and 0.4 mL of 1% hydrogen peroxide solution
was added to the mixture. Network formation took place
within 5 weeks.

Modification of networks with a metal oxide shell. As the
first step of modification of the nanoparticle network with a
silica shell the solvent surrounding the network had to be
thoroughly exchanged to methanol as residual water will influ-
ence the formation of silica. The solvent exchange was done by
discarding the liquid above the network and adding fresh
methanol. This process was repeated twice a day for at least
five days. Afterwards tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) as a silica
precursor was added and the sample was left undisturbed for
24 hours to give the precursor time to diffuse into the network
pores. The amount of TEOS used is calculated in relation to
the cadmium amount inside the network. A typical network
contained 2.88 mg or 26 µmol of cadmium. For an equimolar
relation of cadmium and silicon, 5.7 µL of TEOS was needed.
After the one-day period a specific amount of water
(0–50 mmol) and ammonia (0–400 µmol) was added to the
sample and it was again left undisturbed for 24 hours to react.
After the reaction the network structure was washed with
methanol by repeatedly exchanging the solvent to fresh metha-
nol to flush out byproducts.

The coating of networks with titania was performed accord-
ingly using titanium n-butoxide as a metal oxide precursor. As
the hydrolysation of titanium alkoxides is much faster than the
reaction of the equivalent silicon compounds acetylacetonate
was added in this case to slow down the reaction by complexing
the titanium cation. The amount of acetylacetonate was chosen
in relation to the amount of titania precursor added.

The coating of noble metal nanoparticle based networks
was performed in an identical manner. In this case the
addition of a linker, namely, APTMS, at a 0.1 ratio compared
to the noble metal concentration could be used to improve the
uniformity of the shells.

Supercritical drying. To dry the nanoparticle network, struc-
tures were transferred into dry acetone by exchanging the
solvent twice per day for at least five days with acetone dried
over molecular sieves, 3 Å. The samples prepared by this
solvent exchange were carefully loaded into a critical point
dryer (Quorum Technologies E3100). The apparatus was filled
and additionally flushed for five minutes with liquid CO2 at a
pressure of 55 bar at 20 °C. CO2 was allowed to diffuse into the
network overnight and flushing was repeated once before
drying. For supercritical drying the drier was heated above the
critical point of CO2 at 31.1 °C. During the process the
pressure inside the drying chamber rose to about 73 bar. Once
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CO2 was in the supercritical state it was allowed to slowly vent
into the atmosphere while retaining temperatures above 31 °C.
Once the pressure inside the drying chamber was at the atmos-
pheric value the dried networks could be recovered from the
apparatus and were further characterized.

Characterization

Electron microscopy. TEM samples of nanoparticles in solu-
tion were prepared by drop casting diluted solutions in chloro-
form onto a carbon coated copper grid (300 mesh) by
Quantifoil. For sample preparation of dried networks, the
mentioned grids were pulled along the sample, thereby
keeping small parts of the network stuck to the grid. The
bright-field (BF-TEM) measurements were carried out using a
FEI Tecnai G2 F20 transmission electron microscope with a
field emission gun operating at 200 kV. For high-angle annular
dark field (HAADF-STEM) measurements coupled with energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) a JEOL JEM-2100F with an
acceleration voltage of 200 kV was employed.

SEM samples were prepared by finely slicing off a part of
the macroscopic network structure with a scalpel. This section
was stuck to the adhesive carbon film and measured. The SEM
used was a JEOL JSM 6700F field emission scanning electron
microscope with an acceleration voltage of 2 kV and a secondary
electron detector at a working distance of 8 mm. In the SEM,
elemental analysis was performed using an Oxford Instruments
INCA 300 energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer with the SEM
operating at 10 kV at a working distance of 15 mm.

Compression tests. The compression tests were performed
on an Instron 5565A by placing the monolithic dried network
structure between the plates of the device. As the samples are
not completely uniform, an irregular shape was assumed for the
interpretation of the data. The contact area between the pressure
plate and the sample was estimated by measuring the area of
the sample from a photograph taken from above. The plates are
pressed together at a constant rate of 0.2 mm s−1 and the force
acting on the plates is measured. The measurement was stopped
when either the material showed a mechanical failure (in the
case of the unmodified gel in the form of multiple breakages) or
when the pressure reached 50 N. The stress and strain are calcu-
lated using the initial contact area of the monolith and plate
and the initial height of the monolith, respectively.

Physisorption measurements. Physisorption measurements
were carried out on a Quantachrome Autosorb-1 at 87 K
employing Krypton as the measurement gas. Before the
measurement the samples were degassed at room temperature
for 24 h. The surface areas were estimated using the
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) equation.34

Results and discussion

For the functionalization of nanoparticles with a silica shell, a
plethora of methods is described in the literature which are
mostly based on the Stöber process.35 Due to the substrate not
being a nanoparticle in solution but rather a macroscopic

body (consisting of a network of nanocrystals), methods invol-
ving microemulsions36,37 could not be used. We therefore
opted for a synthesis that is similar to the direct coating
methods reported,38,39 with much simpler conditions than the
microemulsion routes in terms of the solvent system since no
surfactants are employed, see the Experimental section for
details. This procedure could be used with small adaptions for
the growth of titania shells as well as for the growth of silica
on noble metal NANONETSs. The successful modification of
the NANONETS with a metal oxide shell can be observed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as shown in Fig. 2.

For the pristine semiconductor NANONETS a smooth
surface of the NRs forming the network is visible (Fig. 3b) in
the TEM measurements. With increasing amounts of metal
oxide precursor added to the structure there is no optical
difference between the dried network structures as can be seen
in the photographs under UV- and daylight (Fig. 3a). In electron
microscopy an increase in surface roughness is visible due to
small domains of silica forming on the nanocrystal surfaces (see
Fig. 3c and d). In these cases, the difference in electronic TEM
contrast between silica and the NRs is unfortunately not
sufficient to make the new shell clearly distinguishable from
cadmium sulfide. With higher amounts of silica precursor and
consequently thicker shells, the core network and the surround-
ing silica shell become easily discernable (Fig. 3e). The porous
structure of the network is visible in the SEM (Fig. 4d) and could
also be measured by krypton physisorption. The surface area
derived from the BET evaluation is 100 m2 g−1 for the unmodi-
fied network which is comparable to the ones reported for
similar structures.11,40 After the modification the BET surface
areas increase considerably to 160–180 m2 g−1 potentially due to
microporosity in the silica shell itself as well as the higher
mechanical stability, preventing the network from damage
during processing. It also indicates that the modification does
not block the porosity of the network (see Fig. S11†).

The successful modification with a homogeneous silica
shell is clearly visible in the nanometer size regime. However,
this only shows the modification in a random spot test. Hence,
to investigate the homogeneity of the modification on a much
larger scale, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with elemen-
tal analysis by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is
employed. The elemental distribution is measured at different
positions of a section of the modified NANONETS. These
samples are prepared by slicing a thin piece off the body of the
network structure (possible for samples with Si/Cd ratios
larger than 1) without further modification of the sample
(schematically shown in Fig. 4a). It should be noted that this is
to the best of our knowledge the first time that the dried
network of nanoparticles can be cut easily by simply employ-
ing a scalpel, since “conventional” nanocrystal network struc-
tures are either far too brittle or far too deformable for such a
preparation method. By our post-assembly silica growth route,
it is possible to perform structural investigations of nanocrys-
tal network structures to a greater extent. Here, we have investi-
gated the ratio of Si/Cd at various points in the NANONETS
(center, top, bottom, and outer areas) in order to determine
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the homogeneity of our silica shell growth route. The SEM
images show the highly porous network structure expected for
these types of nanoparticle assemblies (Fig. 4d). The elemental
measurements illustrate the silica-shell modification as well as
its homogeneity. In the case of low silica amounts (Si/Cd < 1/1)
the NANONETS breaks uncontrollably during sample prepa-
ration and random measurement positions were chosen (see
the ESI†). Still, the elemental measurements fit well within our
assumption of a largely homogeneous silica shell growth as
discussed in the ESI.† For higher amounts of silica the
NANONETS can be sliced in a controlled way and so the
elemental distribution can be examined from the surface of

the NANONETS down to the center. As an example, the measure-
ment positions for one sample are marked in Fig. 3c on an
overview (for positions on other samples see Fig. S4–S6† for
the corresponding EDX spectra). In the case of NANONETSs
modified with an initial (that is, as inserted during synthesis)
ratio of 2/1 of Si/Cd, this initial ratio is retained for the surface
part of the final structure, while in the center the ratio drops
to 1.64/1. When an initial ratio of 10/1 of Si/Cd is used, the
ratio measured from the surface of the NANONETS is 7.5/1
(measured at the position “outside”) going down to 4.8/1
inside the structure (measured at the position “center”). This
gradient in the Si/Cd ratio exemplifies the strong influence of

Fig. 3 Core–shell network structures prepared with different ratios of silica precursors relative to the cadmium content of the core network. (a)
Photographs of the monolithic dried networks under ambient (top) and UV (bottom) light with increasing amounts of silica precursor added from
left to right (starting at 0 to 10/1). TEM micrographs of networks modified with different silica/cadmium ratios, (b) 0/1, (c) 1/1, (d) 2/1 and (e) 10/1.
Arrows are used to indicate some of the recognizable domains of silica growth on the building block surfaces.
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the transport limitation inside of the network pores, so that
the modification is therefore not totally uniform for the whole
of the macroscopic body of the NANONETS. On the other
hand, it also shows that the modification is – while not comple-
tely uniform – present over the whole macroscopic network. It
needs to be taken into account that transport is a major obstacle
in the attempt of transferring nanoparticle modification
methods in colloidal solution onto nanoparticle network sub-
strates. Considering that the size regime of the distance that the
silica precursors have to travel is increased from nanometers in
a colloid to millimeters in such types of networks, the silica
shells produced by this method throughout the structure are
remarkably homogeneous.

The pH-value and concentration of water are key parameters
for the Stöber synthesis. The standard parameters for this
work have been adapted from literature procedures for the
functionalization of noble metal nanoparticles with a silica
shell in solution.41 The parameters are then varied to optimize
the functionalization for a NANONETS substrate. The amount
of water and ammonia is varied from no addition of the reac-
tant to a tenfold excess in the case of ammonia or a fivefold

excess in the case of water compared to the standard values
adapted from the literature. All other parameters are kept con-
stant. From the TEM micrographs of the NANONETS the clear
necessity of both water and ammonia for the modification
process can be derived. If neither water nor ammonia is added
(Fig. S2a†) the shell growth is highly inhomogeneous even on
a low size scale. Silica forms probably by reaction with residual
water in the pores or from the atmosphere, but it does not
form a clearly defined shell around the network. Instead some
pores are filled with silica, while no silica is visible in other
places. If only 30% ammonia solution is added but no
additional water, the results are quite similar (Fig. S2b†). In
this case a silica gel seems to form encasing the original
NANONETS. The pores of the original structure are filled with
the silica material. If water is added but no ammonia, the
growth of silica also appears to be largely inhomogeneous
(Fig. S3a†) with thicker silica shells visible at certain spots and
no shell visible at other places. As soon as both reactants,
water and ammonia, are added, the desired structure of the
original NANONETS is surrounded by a continuous silica shell
without any visible side nucleation. While the amount of

Fig. 4 Analysis of local elemental distribution to evaluate the homogeneity of the silica shells. (a) Schematic depiction of the SEM sample in relation
to the whole network body and (b) photograph of a dried network monolith under UV light to demonstrate the shape analogy. (c) Large scale SEM
micrograph of the network slice modified with an initial Si/Cd ratio of 10/1, depicting the measurement positions for EDX (assembled from two sep-
arate pictures) and (d) higher resolution SEM image of the same network structure displaying the porous structure. (e) Si/Cd ratio found by EDX
measurements at various measurement positions for initial Si/Cd ratios of 10/1 in grey and 2/1 in red.
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ammonia does not seem to have a pronounced influence for
the volumes investigated as long as it is present (Fig. S3†),
water concentrations between 2 and 10 mmol mL−1 yield the
most homogeneous and pronounced silica shells (Fig. S2†).

It was also investigated if it was possible to transfer these
reaction conditions while changing either the core network
material or the shell material. To this end similar conditions
were applied while using titanium butoxide instead of tetra-
ethyl orthosilicate (Fig. 1c). With this it was possible to grow
titania shells in an equal manner (also see Fig. S7†). Slight
adjustments in this procedure are needed such as the addition
of acetylacetone (acac). acac acts as a chelating ligand which
considerably decreases the reactivity of the precursor. This
counteracts the effect that titania alkoxides are in general
much more reactive compared to silica alkoxides as has been
described for similar processes in colloidal particle modifi-
cation (also see Fig. S8†).42,43 When examining the local
elemental distribution by SEM-EDX as described for the silica
shells earlier this influence is clearly visible. Without the
addition of acac the homogeneous nucleation of titania
outside of the network is immediately visible even by the
eye. If the amount of acac in relation to the amount of
titania precursor is increased the ratio of Ti/Cd measured
inside the network increases due to the suppression of
homogeneous nucleation. Also the homogeneity increases,
indicated by the small difference in the Ti/Cd ratio measured
at different spots on the gel. However, if very high amounts of
acac are added the titania shell formation inside the gel is sup-
pressed and there is almost no titania grown in this instance.
A ratio of 2/1 acac/Ti-precursor seems to yield the most promis-
ing results in this study. The BET surface area of this titania
modified network is ca. 140 m2 g−1 which is still higher than
that of the unmodified networks (see Fig. S11†).

Furthermore, it was possible to use networks assembled
from a mixture of gold and silver nanoparticles to grow a
noble metal core silica shell network. Electron micrograms of
these are shown in Fig. 5. The nanoparticles assemble into a
chain-like interconnected highly porous network structure. In
higher magnifications the silica shell is clearly visible homoge-
neously surrounding the whole continuous network (Fig. 5b).
Measuring the elemental distribution at high magnifications
is very difficult as the networks tend to move during the
measurement. Still in the HAADF-STEM the shell is visible as a
slightly brighter shell surrounding the noble metal chains. In
the EDX signals of all three elements of interest (Au, Ag and Si)
are detected along the chains of the network (Fig. 5c and d).
The physisorption measurements revealed a BET surface area
of the pristine Au–Ag nanoparticle networks of 25 m2 g−1

which is similar to the values reported in the literature.8 As
was the case for semiconductor nanoparticle based networks
this surface area increases considerably with the silica modifi-
cation to 105 m2 g−1 (see Fig. S11†). This hints at the large
inner surface of the porous silica shell. Similar to the growth
of titania shells in this instance it was also needed to mini-
mally adjust the experimental procedure. The addition of low
amounts of a silica linker (here: 3-aminopropyl-trimethoxy-

silane, at a 0.1 ratio compared to the amount of silica precur-
sor used) was needed to grow homogeneous shells (also see
Fig. S9† for details). Without the addition of a linker the shell
growth is not homogeneous and limited to randomly dis-
persed spots on the network structure.

The silica shell modification was expected to considerably
increase the resistivity of the NANONETS towards mechanical
stress as the network is essentially reinforced by the shell.
Although the mechanical instability of nanoparticle networks
is often a drawback it is seldom investigated or even men-
tioned in the literature. In fact the studies of mechanical pro-
perties have been reported only for organic aerogels,44,45

carbon aerogels46,47 or silica aerogels48,49 and recently for
other metal–oxide aerogels.50 In this work a compression test
was employed to evaluate the mechanical stability of silica

Fig. 5 Network consisting of a mixture of Au and Ag nanoparticles with
a silica shell grown around the network in (a) SEM, (b) BF-TEM and (c, d)
HAADF-STEM with the overlaying EDX measurement. Red color indi-
cates Au, green Ag and blue Si.
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shell modified and unmodified NANONETSs. As the dimen-
sions of the NANONETS are small, and as the forces the
samples are subjected to are also very small, it is not possible
to actually measure the Young’s modulus (which is usually
done in the area of elastic deformation at low strain levels).
Still, information about the relative mechanical stability can
be obtained by the measurements performed. The measure-
ments of the unmodified NANONETS show a drastic drop in
stress, which occurs when a large part of the structure breaks
and is a signature of its brittleness.

This is not observed in the case of silica modified networks
(see Fig. 6) within the measurement range investigated. In a
more practical context this increased mechanical resistance
can also be observed when the dried NANONETS is added
back to a solvent, i.e., water. The unmodified NANONETS falls
apart in a few seconds into a multitude of small particles
(Fig. S10†), which we attribute to the occurrence of capillary
forces. In contrast, the silica shell modified NANONETS sinks
to the bottom of the container after some time while still
remaining largely in one piece (also see Fig. S10†). This result
further emphasizes the benefit of post-assembly silica shell
growth for nanoparticle aerogels, since it enables rehydration
while keeping the advantageous properties of the nanocrystal
networks in the macroscopic body.

Conclusions

In summary, we have presented a novel approach to the metal
oxide shell modification of the NANONETS which leaves the
initial network and the interparticle crystal-to-crystal contact
intact. To our knowledge this marks the first time that the
possibility of modifying self-supporting nanocrystal networks
by a sol–gel post-assembly modification with a thin inorganic
shell has been described. This process leads to a new, formerly
unknown structure. This method was employed to successfully

coat nanostructures of different compositions ranging from
the semiconducting to metallic ones and is therefore highly ver-
satile. It could also be expanded to the growth of titania instead
of silica. The integrity of the nanocrystal network could be con-
firmed by electron microscopy measurements and the homogen-
eity of the silica shell was examined by local elemental analysis
and found to be highly uniform over the whole body for all modi-
fications performed. It could be shown that the modification
with silica shells severely increases the mechanical stability of the
structures, which can now be cut into pieces without breaking.
All of this opens up a plethora of new possible applications of
nanocrystal network assemblies in, e.g., electrochemistry or cata-
lysis where the network structures would need to be rehydrated
with an electrolyte while maintaining the network properties.
Due to the increased mechanical stability the fabrication of flow-
through reactors can be imagined as well as the introduction of
external stirring to facilitate mixing. All this can be done while
retaining the monolithic structure, leading to an easy separation.
As the particles forming the core network are still connected the
networks should be able to conduct generated charge carriers,
potentially improving the efficiency of the catalyst. Also the trans-
fer of this method to other catalytically active metal oxides could
prove interesting.
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7 Influencing Charge Carriers in Nanocrystal
Aerogels

7.1 Summary

Aerogel networks build up from CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals show unique optical proper-

ties caused by their electronic structure that as such are found neither in the isolated nanocrys-

tals nor the bulk materials. In these CdSe/CdS-based networks excited electrons are delocalized

throughout the network over several CdSe/CdS building blocks because of the small conduc-

tion band offset between CdSe and CdS. However, the holes are confined and localized in the

CdSe dots as the valence band offset is large between CdSe and CdS. By structuring either the

network or the individual building blocks this interaction within the network can be influenced.

The publication in section 7.2 reports the optical investigation of CdSe/CdS dot/rod-based

structures described in section 6.2, i.e. a core network of connected CdSe/CdS dot/rods sur-

rounded by a silica shell. These systems are contrasted to a network of CdSe/CdS dot/rods

modified by silica shell growth before the network assembly. This results in two compara-

ble CdSe/CdS/SiO2 structures in which one contains a connected CdSe/CdS network and the

second contains isolated CdSe/CdS dot/rods embedded in a silica network. The difference

in optical properties, here the photoluminescence decay, clearly shows the contrast between

the aerogels containing connected and thereby coupled building blocks and the isolated and

thereby decoupled variant.

The publication in section 7.3 builds further on this approach using a different procedure.

Cd cations in the CdSe/CdS dot/rod building blocks are exchanged with Zn cations selectively
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starting at the tip of the building blocks which results in building blocks with ZnS tips of

different lengths. When connecting these building blocks into a network the ZnS tips are at

the connection points between the CdSe/CdS segments and represent a barrier due to their

larger bandgap. Through the amount of Zn exchanged into the building blocks the size of

these barriers can be influenced. Thereby a more precise control of the interaction between the

building blocks can be achieved, not simply coupling and decoupling but control the amount

of interaction as confirmed by the optical properties (the photoluminescence decay behaviour)

of the aerogel networks.
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ABSTRACT: The influence of interparticle contact in nanoparticle-based aerogel
network structures is investigated by selectively connecting or isolating the building
blocks inside of the network, thereby coupling and decoupling them in regards to their
optical and electronic properties. This is achieved by tuning the synthesis sequence and
exchanging the point of shell growth and the point of particle assembly, leading to two
distinctly different structures as examined by electron microscopy. By thorough
examination of the resulting optical properties of the generated structures, the clear
correlation between nanoscopic/microscopic structure and macroscopic optical proper-
ties is demonstrated. Temperature-dependent measurements and effective mass
approximation calculations support our findings.

One potential method to immobilize nanoparticles and
even form macroscopic solids while retaining the

nanoscopic properties of colloid chemically synthesized
nanocrystals is the assembly of said particles into three-
dimensional network structures. The network formation is
achieved by controlled destabilization of a colloidal nano-
particle solution. By carefully adjusting the speed of
destabilization, instead of precipitation, the particles can
form an interconnected macroscopic network often called a
gel. This method has been introduced for semiconductor
nanoparticles1−3 and has been expanded to date with different
materials,4−9 shapes,10−12 and assembly routes.13−15 Already in
the first instance of such semiconductor nanoparticle-based
aerogel networks, the emission of the newly generated
macroscopic body was described, although at low temper-
ature.1 It was shown that the monolithic assembly of
nanoparticles in this instance shows a much higher intensity
of the trap state emission compared to the initial nanoparticles.
The reflectance spectroscopy still shows size quantization
effects, which indicates that the nanoscopic properties of the
nanoparticle building blocks can be transferred onto macro-
scopic bodies with these techniques.1 By using core−shell
particles, the trap state emission could be avoided and the
fluorescence of the nanoparticle building blocks could be
completely carried over to a macroscopic solid.16 CdSe/CdS
dot-in-rod nanostructures have already been investigated
extensively regarding their optical properties and the under-
lying electronic processes.17−23 Building further on this
structure, our group was later able to show that the assembly
of nanoparticle building blocks into a network structure can

actually not only be performed while retaining the optical
properties of the particles but also can be used to introduce
new optical properties into the final structure.24 In the work
reported, CdSe/CdS nanoparticles were used as pseudotype-II
building blocks, and it could be shown that networks
consisting of these building blocks have drastically increased
fluorescence lifetimes. This was attributed to the excited
electron being able to travel within the network of
interconnected building blocks while the hole is localized in
the CdSe cores of individual building blocks.24 Similarly, an
influence of the aspect ratio of the nanorod (NR) building
blocks on their optical properties could be shown.25 Recently,
further studies have been undertaken using spectroelectro-
chemical measurements to understand the unique optical
properties of semiconductor nanoparticle gels and suggest their
applicability as sensors.26,27

In the present work, we aim to employ our recently
introduced method of post-gelation modification28 to build up
nanoparticle-based network structures in two different
sequences with the aim of selectively coupling and decoupling
the individual building blocks, as illustrated in Figure 1. The
silica encapsulation of singular dispersed nanoparticles has
already been described.29 A thin silica shell was grown
according to this route, and such insulated nanoparticles
were subsequently embedded into a silica gel monolith. The
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silica shell essentially insulates the particles and prevents direct
contact between the semiconductor NRs in the macroscopic
monolith. In parallel, the same CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod nano-
particles were assembled first into an interconnected network
structure. This network was afterward surrounded with a silica
coating while leaving the interparticle connection intact. With
this procedure, we have been able to generate a nanoparticle-
based network with strongly enhanced mechanical stability,28

but in this work, we aimed to employ it to synthesize two
comparable solid macroscopic porous systems (solvogels and,
after supercritical drying, aerogels), one with and one without
crystal-to-crystal contact between the semiconductor particles,
allowing us to further investigate the influence of the
interparticle contact on the optoelectronic properties.
The optical spectroscopy of the pristine CdSe/CdS NRs

(Figure S2) in colloidal solution (which are the building blocks
for the aerogels) in organic solution shows the characteristics
of this nanoparticle structure. The absorption of the cadmium
selenide core is visible as a small band at 570 nm, while the
cadmium sulfide shell is responsible for the strong absorption
band at 468 nm.30 Due to the electronic structure of the NRs,
the hole is trapped in the CdSe core after excitation. This leads
to a strong fluorescence emission at 585 nm, slightly
bathochromically shifted compared to the absorption of the
core. The phase transfer31,32 to aqueous solution only

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the two different synthesis
sequences employed. Starting from (top) CdSe/CdS NR building
blocks upon (right side) assembling into the network structure first
and then modification by silica shell growth or (left side) first
modification of the individual particles with a silica shell and then
incorporation of them into a network, as illustrated by computer
graphics.

Figure 2. Electron microscopic images of the investigated structures comparing synthesis sequences starting with the gel network assembly (a,c,e)
or starting with the particle modification (b,d,f). (a) Initial network of interconnected CdSe/CdS NRs before shell growth in TEM; (b) silica-
modified CdSe/CdS NRs in TEM; network of CdSe/CdS NRs modified with silica after network formation (c) in SEM and (e) in TEM with the
inset at higher magnification; and gel network generated from silica-modified CdSe/CdS NRs (d) in SEM and (f) in TEM, with the inset at higher
magnification.
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marginally influences the absorption of the NRs; the position
of the emission maximum does not change. However, the
photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) is reduced slightly
from 35 to 27%. The fluorescence lifetime also decreases from
18 ns in the organic solution to 16 ns in the aqueous solution
(Figure S4a,b). These NRs are assembled by controlled
destabilization by hydrogen peroxide into porous network
structures, as can be seen in Figure 2a. The aerogels prepared
this way show very similar optical features (Figure 3). In the
nonmodified aerogels, the emission is visible at 588 nm. The
absorption of the CdSe core can be seen at 563 nm, while the
absorption of the CdS shell appears as a broad band at around
500 nm. Especially for the interpretation of the absorption
spectra, it is important to keep the state of the sample in mind.
Because of the high influence of scattering compared to a
colloidal nanoparticle solution, the gel is measured using an
integrating sphere. Also, the concentration of the nanoparticles
is much higher than one would use for conventional
nanoparticle spectroscopy in solution. This leads to the
much larger prominence of the signal from the cadmium
selenide core in the spectra, which is only barely visible in the
spectrum of the colloidal solution. It also causes the spectra to
reach saturation in the area of the cadmium sulfide absorption
band. For light of energies higher than a certain value or below
a certain wavelength, the gels simply become optically dense
materials in which all incoming light is absorbed and the
higher-energy features of the spectrum are not measurable.
The findings discussed above are consistent with our previous
data of such types of aerogels;24 therefore, these samples can
be employed as references for our new materials, as will be
discussed in the next paragraph.
In a second step, the networks are modified with a

continuous silica shell, as can be seen in TEM (Figure 2e);
see the Experimental Methods section for details. The porous
structure is still present after this modification, as can be seen
in SEM images (Figure 2c) and based on the core network of

connected NRs. For silica-modified gels, the optical properties
are almost identical compared to the unmodified gels, as
shown in Figure 3 and discussed above. The emission
wavelength is slightly shifted toward longer wavelengths from
590 to 597 nm. This could simply be due to the change in
dielectric surrounding and minor inhomogeneities during the
shell growth process, but as no clear relation to the amount of
silica used or other variables in the synthesis procedure is
visible, the exact reason is unclear. The absorption features are
also similar to the absorption of the CdSe cores around
560 nm and the CdS absorption below 500 nm. The optical
density of absorption saturation changes, which we attribute to
a variation of illuminated sample areas (which is technically
unavoidable due to inhomogeneities of the monolithic
samples). The PLQY of all gelsmodified and unmodi-
fiedis similar. The PLQY of the pristine NRs in toluene is
measured to be 35%; the PLQY of an unmodified aerogel is
very close to this at 32% and a bit higher than the PLQY of the
water transferred NRs (27%). Shell-modified aerogels show
PLQYs of 26−29% (Figure 2d). Within the uncertainty (5%,
determined by reproducibility tests with the reference dye
rhodamine 6G) estimated for these measurements, these
differences are minimal. The loss of PLQY by the silica shell
modification can thus be seen as insignificant. The fluorescence
lifetime of the aerogels is especially interesting as the
connection of the NRs with each other is a key factor in the
fluorescence decay. In an earlier work of our group, a strongly
increased fluorescence lifetime for CdSe/CdS NR aerogels
compared to the NRs in solution was shown and attributed to
the crystal-to-crystal type connection of the rods. We explained
this effect with a higher delocalization of the electron after
excitation, resulting in less overlap between electron and hole
wave functions and therefore longer PL decay times.24 The
lifetime increase can therefore be seen as indication for an
electronic coupling between interconnected nanoparticles in
the aerogel networks. In fact, in the present work, we also

Figure 3. Optical properties of silica-modified CdSe/CdS NR aerogels: (a) absorption spectra, (b) emission spectra, (c) fluorescence lifetime
decay, and (d) PLQYs of aerogels modified with different amounts of TEOS. As can be derived from the four panels, the silica shell modification
does not significantly alter the optical properties (in absorption, emission, PL lifetime, and quantum yield) in comparison to the nonmodified
CdSe/CdS NR aerogels.
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observe increased fluorescence lifetimes for all aerogelswith
and without a silica shellcompared to the lifetime of the NRs
in solution. The fluorescence lifetime of unmodified
CdSe/CdS NR aerogels is 40 ns, which is in accordance
with our previous findings.24 For modified aerogels, the
lifetimes are in the range of 33−41 ns (Figures 2c and S3).
This means that also the drastic lifetime increase is present for
all Si/Cd ratios investigated for silica shell-modified aerogels,
which is comparable to that of unmodified aerogels. Hence, we
conclude that also in the silica shell-modified aerogels the
electron seems to be able to travel within the network while
the hole is located at the CdSe cores. If this explanation for the
increase in fluorescence lifetime is to be believed, a network
containing individual isolated particlese.g., by the growth of
an insulating silica shell before network formationshould
show very much different behavior regarding the fluorescence
lifetimes. In this instance, fluorescence lifetimes should not
increase between a particle dispersion and the network
To investigate whether the sequence of synthesis steps

(namely, network formation and silica coating) influence the
physical properties of the resulting nanocrystal aerogels in
terms of fluorescence lifetime, the same NRs as those used for
the production of the described modified gels were now first
surrounded with silica shells according to literature proce-
dures29 (see the Experimental Methods section and Figure 2b)
and subsequently gelated in the presence of further TEOS.

This resulted in a silica matrix with singular embedded NRs,
which were not in direct contact with each other and should
therefore have been decoupled, i.e., they should not have
shown increased PL decay times (see also Figure S6 in the
Supporting Information). These single NRs in a silica matrix
can be seen in the TEM (Figure 2f). The larger structure of
these silica networks can be seen in SEM (Figure 2d) and is
now defined by the silica as opposed to the networks made up
of connected NRs, which are defined by this NR core network
(see also Figure 2 for comparison). The different structures are
illustrated schematically in Figure 1. The silica aerogel is
essentially utilized as an electronically isolating spacer between
the NRs. The emission and absorption spectra of these silica-
coated NRs in solution and in the silica gel only differ
insignificantly from each other (Figure 4a−e). Also, no
significant spectral difference of such gels and particles from
the pristine NRs (before silica growth) or from the unmodified
and modified aerogels is observed. The lifetime measurements
confirm our initial expectation. While the aerogels produced
from CdSe/CdS NRs as well as their post-gelation-modified
counterparts show distinct ultralong lifetimes of ca. 40 ns, the
aerogels with embedded NRs, which are each separated from
one other by a thin silica shell, exhibit much shorter lifetimes
of 13−14 ns (which are comparable to those of the initial NRs
in organic solution) (Figure 4c,f). These observations further
support our previous assumption of the influence of

Figure 4. Differences in optical properties depending on the synthesis sequence: (top row) network formation first, (bottom row) silica
modification first. (a,d) Absorption spectra normalized to the first excitonic transition of the CdSe core, (b,e) emission spectra, and (c,f)
fluorescence decay measurements. Colors of the graphs also correspond to the borders used in Figure 1.

Figure 5. Wave functions of the first eight excited states in two connected CdSe/CdS NRs calculated by EMA with the hole fixed to the right side
core. The external potential is shown in orange with the overall potential including coulomb interaction in yellow and the generated wave functions
in blue.
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interparticle contact on the fluorescence lifetime in NR gels24

and show that this contact between the individual NRs is still
present after post-gelation modification.
To understand the electronic processes underlying the

observed fluorescence behavior, theoretical calculations based
on the effective mass approximation were performed to
simulate the excited electron wave functions of a network
structure of crystal connected particles. Figure 5 shows the
results for the eight lowest excited electron wave functions of
two merged CdSe/CdS NRs that should represent the smallest
subunit in the network exhibiting the properties of the whole
structure. Due to its low effective mass and the high valence
band discontinuity of CdS and CdSe, the hole always localizes
inside of one of the two CdSe cores (not shown in Figure 5).
The first excited electron state (E1 in Figure 5) also strongly
localizes at the position of the hole due to the combination of
the attractive potential formed by conduction band disconti-
nuity and the coulomb interaction with the localized whole.
The properties of this state do not differ from those of the
corresponding state in an isolated particle and thus do not
explain the observed increase in PL lifetime. The second
excited electron state (E2) is also localized at the second CdSe
core not occupied by the hole. Due to the strongly reduced
coulomb interaction with the hole, it is lifted in energy by
about 80 meV. However, the next higher excited electron states
(E3−E8; see Figure 5 and additionally Figure S7 in the
Supporting Infomation for the individual wave functions)
exhibit an increasing delocalization over the merged CdSe/
CdS NR system with increasing energy. The wave functions of
these higher electron states indeed have a smaller overlap with
the hole wave function. We thus attribute these higher electron
states to be responsible for the observed fluorescence kinetics.
Naturally, the question arises why the electron and the hole do
not thermalize into the lowest- energy state that does not show
a difference from the individual isolated CdSe/CdS NR.
We explain this contradiction as follows: the excitation with

450 nm light used in the measurements creates pairs of hot
electrons and holes that occupy higher excited states.
Subsequently, the electron and hole separate and thermalize
independently, leading to either (i) the occupation of states in
different cores or (ii) direct occupation of a delocalized higher
electron state. The first case (i) would lead to zero overlap of
the electron and hole wave functions and would not contribute
to the measured fluorescence. However, as can be observed in
Figure 5, the second excited electron state (E2) that is
separated from the hole has an energy very close to a bunch of
higher electron states (labeled E3−E8 in Figure 5), which are
all within an energy range of 10−20 meV of each other. Thus,
thermal activation of the separated electron into the
delocalized states or even a thermal mixing of all higher
excited electron states (E2−E8) is reasonable. This also
includes the above-mentioned second case (ii), direct thermal-
ization into a delocalized (thermally mixed) higher electron
state. The wave functions of the thermally mixed higher excited
electron states should in general have a reduced overlap with
the localized hole and should thus lead to a reduced
fluorescence lifetime and/or even to a suppression of the
thermalization into the lowest excited electron state (E1).
Following this explanation, the influence of the states

showing considerable delocalization (labeled E5−E8 in Figure
S7) should decrease with lower temperature, leading to higher
wave function overlap and shorter PL lifetimes. To confirm
this temperature-dependent lifetime, measurements have been

carried out as well. These indeed show a decrease in PL
lifetime with lower temperatures (see Figure S8 in the
Supporting Information) contrary to classical theory, which
assumes no influence of temperature on the radiative process
and a slowing down of the non-radiative processes leading to
increased PL lifetimes. Because we observe the opposite effect
within our measurements, a different factor influencing the
lifetimes has to exist, and our above-mentioned thermal mixing
of higher excited states becomes reasonable.
In this work, the possibility to couple and decouple the

nanoparticle building blocks when assembling them into a
network structure is shown. This is achieved by switching the
synthesis sequence during the generation of the network, i.e.,
either first generating a nanoparticle-based network and
subsequently surrounding this network with a silica shell or
first isolating the individual particles with silica shells and
subsequently embedding them into a silica-based network. The
pronounced effect of the interparticle contact on the optical
properties in the first case could be illustrated by photo-
luminescence spectroscopy and further detailed with theoreti-
cal calculations. When a contact between the particles is
established before silica shell growth, the ultralong lifetimes
typical for these CdSe/CdS network structures are visible
independently of the presence of a silica shell. If the direct
contact between the semiconductor NRs is instead inhibited
by silica coating of individual particles, an increase in lifetime
can not be observed. This supports the underlying theory that
electrons can travel within such nanocrystal networks. This
model was supported by effective mass approximation
simulations in combination with temperature-dependent
lifetime measurements. Our work furthermore shows that the
sequence of synthetic steps in nanochemistry is of utmost
importance for controlling the optoelectronic properties of
such elaborate materials.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The preparation of the CdSe/CdS building blocks has been
described in earlier works30 as well as their phase transfer,31,32

assembly,24 silica modification of dispersed particles,29 and
modification of networks.28 It is additionally described briefly
in the Supporting Information.
Optical Characterization. Absorption measurements were

performed in an Agilent Cary 5000 spectrophotometer in 3 mL
quartz cuvettes with a 10 mm path length. For the
measurement of aerogels, a DRA-2500 integrating sphere was
connected to the spectrophotometer, and the sample was
mounted in reflection position. Photoluminescence measure-
ments were carried out in a Horiba Fluoromax-4 spectrometer
for emission and lifetime measurements. The lifetime was
measured by time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC)
using a NanoLED with a 455 nm wavelength as the excitation
source. Each lifetime measurement was continued until the
peak value reached 10000 counts. The measurement of PLQY
was done by absolute measurements using a Horiba Dual-FL
with a quanta-ϕ integrating sphere with an excitation
wavelength of 500 nm. Therefore, the intensity of the
excitation was adjusted to be below the detector limit, and
emission spectra were measured over the range of 300−
800 nm for an empty integration sphere and again with the
sample. The difference between the integrated area under the
excitation peak in these two measurements is equivalent to the
total number of photons absorbed, while the difference in the
integrated area under the emission peak is equivalent to the
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number of photons emitted. By forming the quotient of these
areas, the quantum yield was calculated. The error of the
quantum yield measurement was estimated by multiple
measurements of rhodamine 6G over 14 days to be about
absolute 5%. Temperature dependent-fluorescence measure-
ments were carried out using an Edinburgh FLS 1000
spectrometer equipped with an Oxford Instruments Optistat-
CF cryostat cooled with liquid helium. For this measurement,
the aerogel samples were put inside of an open quartz cuvette
with a 2 mm path length, and the sample space was flushed
with helium. For time-correlated measurements, the samples
were excited by an Edinburgh EPL pulsed laser with a
445.1 nm wavelength.
Electron Microscopy. TEM samples of nanoparticles in

solution were prepared by drop-casting diluted solutions in
chloroform onto a carbon-coated copper grid (300 mesh) by
Quantifoil. For sample preparation of aerogels, the mentioned
grids were pulled along an aerogel sample, thereby keeping
small parts of gel stuck to the grid. The measurements were
carried out in an FEI Tecnai G2 F20 transmission electron
microscope with a field emission gun operated at 200 kV.
SEM samples were prepared by dropping fragments of the

gel onto an adhesive carbon film and shaking off loosely
attached parts. A JEOL JSM 6700F field emission scanning
electron microscope with a 2 kV acceleration voltage and a
secondary electron detector at a working distance of 8 mm was
used to measure the samples.
Theoretical Calculations. The simulations were done by self-

consistently solving the Schrödinger equation for one electron
and one hole on a three-dimensional spatial grid in a single-
band effective mass approximation. The potential was
composed of the external potential formed by the band
alignments and the Coulomb potential generated for the
electron by the hole and for the hole by the electron. Electron
and hole wave functions and eigenenergies were calculated
iteratively until convergence was achieved. The band gaps of
CdS and CdSe were set to 2.41 and 1.74 eV, respectively, and
the conduction band offset was set to 150 meV.
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Abstract 

The assembly of CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals (NCs) with variable length of ZnS tip into aerogel 

networks is presented. To this end, a partial region selective cation exchange procedure is performed 

replacing Cd by Zn starting at the NC tip. The produced aerogel networks are investigated structurally 

and optically. The networks of tip-to-tip connected NCs have an intricate band structure with holes 

confined to the CdSe cores while electrons are delocalized within the CdS also within connected 

building blocks. However, the ZnS tips act as a barrier of variable length and strength between the NC 

building blocks partly confining the electrons. This results in NC based aerogel networks with tunable 

strength of coupling between building blocks. 

 

The assembly of nanocrystal (NC) building blocks into porous network structures1–3 (usually referred 

to as aerogels) has garnered interest due to the possibility of generating macroscopic materials while 

preserving nanoscopic properties of the building blocks. To this end, a plethora of materials ranging 

from metal chalcogenides4–8, metal phosphides9,10, metal nitrides11 metal oxides12–14 to metals15–17 

have been converted to aerogels. Likewise, different methods,18 e.g. chemical ligand removal,4,6,17 

ligand removal by three-valent cations,19 photochemical ligand removal,20 electrochemical methods,21 

ice-templating22 or ligand bridging,23 have been developed to facilitate this aerogel assembly. As the 

nanoscopic properties of the building blocks, like size-dependent bandgap and high surface-to-volume 

ratio, are retained from building blocks to aerogel networks, these structures are promising for 

applications in sensing24,25 and electro-26–30 or photocatalysis.31,32 Apart from their potential for these 

applications, NC-based aerogels also show unique and fascinating optical properties. By bandgap 

engineering of the NC building blocks, here CdSe/CdS dot/rod NCs, a network structure can be 

generated in which the hole are highly confined to the CdSe quantum dot cores, the electrons, 

however, are delocalized over a larger part of the interconnected network due to the very small 

conduction band offset in a CdSe/CdS structure.6 This was first shown by the photoluminescence (PL) 

lifetime increasing drastically between the individual building blocks and the connected network 

structure.6 More recently, these properties could be further investigated, for one by the introduction 

of PL quenching gold NCs into the network structures which could be shown to quench the PL over an 

area of the network and not only the directly adjacent building blocks. This in turn allows for an 
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estimation of the spatial extent of the electron delocalization.33 Additionally, the selective coupling 

and decoupling of NC building blocks inside such network structures could be achieved by switching 

the synthesis sequence from either embedding the NC building blocks inside a silica aerogel or first 

connecting the NC building blocks to a network which is then surrounded by a silica shell. This 

procedure is able to generate two aerogel structures made up from similar materials, one, in which 

the semiconducting NC building blocks are isolated (decoupled) and one, in which they are connected 

(coupled). This can also be seen in the optical properties of these structures.34 This emphasizes that 

the structure and properties of such NC-based aerogel networks can be influenced not only at the 

stage of building block synthesis but also further down the process at the stage of the network 

structure.35 

 

Figure 1. Schematic sequence of the synthesis (first cation exchange with copper then with zinc followed by 
gelation) leading to a network of ZnS tipped CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals exhibiting the band structure shown 
below with a variable length barrier (b) introduced by the ZnS tips. Band gaps of the bulk materials given for 
illustration. 

Building on these examples and the CdSe/CdS dot/rod-based network structure, the aim of this work 

is to carefully modify the individual building blocks to control the coupling between them. Thereby 

allowing further intermediate conditions between the aforementioned digital conditions, decoupled 

and coupled. To this end CdSe/CdS dot/rod building blocks are modified by partial cation exchange 

leading to ZnS tipped CdSe/CdS nanocrystals. These nanocrystal building blocks are then assembled 

into networks by the means of oxidative ligand removal with a dilute hydrogen peroxide solution and 

finally supercritically dried to yield NC-based aerogels. These aerogels exhibit a band structure as 

schematically shown in Figure 1 whereby the length of the barrier, i.e. the ZnS, between the CdSe/CdS 

units is variable through the amount of Zn ions exchanged in the building blocks.  

 

The reference system in this investigation are CdSe/CdS dot/rod NC-based aerogels. Therefore, the 

starting point is the well-established hot-injection synthesis of CdSe quantum dots (QDs) which are 

then used as seeds in the seeded-growth of elongated CdS shells.6,36 The result is a CdSe/CdS dot/rod 

NC of 15.9 nm length and 4.4 nm width grown onto 3.4 nm CdSe QDs, as shown in Figure 2A (size 

distribution of the dot/rods is shown in the supplementary material). The absorption spectra of these 

dot/rods show the absorption features of the CdSe QDs around 600 nm and the band edge of the CdS 

shell around 450 nm. The recombination of excited charge carriers results in an emission at 610 nm. 

This emission solely takes place in the CdSe QD cores due to the strong confinement of the holes to 

the CdSe. 
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These dot/rod building blocks are then phase transferred into aqueous solution by ligand exchange 

with 3-mercaptopropionic acid.37,38 As seen in Figure 2C, the optical properties of these NCs only 

change minimally by this ligand exchange. However, when these NC building blocks are connected into 

aerogel networks, the optical properties change as described in previous works.6,34 The structure of 

such networks is shown in transmission electron microscopy in Figure 2B and the intricate network of 

interconnected dot/rod building blocks can be seen. While the steady-state PL features are rather 

similar between NC building block dispersions and assembled aerogel, with minor changes most likely 

caused by the difference in surrounding (solvent or air), the time-resolved PL features change 

drastically. The CdSe/CdS dot/rod aerogels exhibit the characteristic ultralong PL lifetimes (see Figure 

2D). As discussed in earlier works,6,34,39 these are caused by the excited electrons delocalized over 

several connected building blocks resulting in a decreased overlap between electron and hole 

wavefunction (expressing as increase in PL lifetimes). In the absorption measurements a saturation of 

absorption can be seen at high energies (short wavelengths) for the aerogel. This can be attributed to 

the high concentration of NCs within an aerogel, which is orders of magnitude above the highly diluted 

samples usually employed in absorption spectroscopy. This leads to a harsh inner-filter effect 

preventing the measurement of the higher energy features of the absorption.  

 

Figure 2. Aerogels based on CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals. TEM micrographs (A) of the individual CdSe/CdS 
dot/rods, inset showing higher magnification, (B) of the connected aerogel network of the dot/rods, inset 
showing higher magnification. Optical characterization of these structures, (C) absorption (solid line) and 
emission (dashed line) spectra and (D) photoluminescence decay (dashed lines show biexponential fit) of 
colloidal CdSe/CdS dot/rods in organic and aqueous solution and as connected aerogel network. 

To study the influence of a controlled length of barrier between individual network building blocks, 

the CdSe/CdS dot/rod building blocks were modified by a partial ion exchange procedure, as described 

in literature.40 This procedure allows the exchange of parts of the dot/rod structures starting at the 

tips of the NCs by first exchanging the desired amount of Cd with Cu (keeping a stoichiometry of 2 to 

1 between Cu and Cd in mind) and then again exchanging Cu to Zn. This sequence is chosen due to the 
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ease with which Cu can be exchanged both into and out of chalcogenide NCs.41 Varying the amount of 

Zn and Cu ions (to exchange between 0 and 40 % of the overall Cd content of the dot/rods) used in the 

procedure, enables control of the length of the ZnS tips on the CdSe/CdS dot/rods. The ZnS tipped 

CdSe/CdS NCs generated this way can be converted to aerogel networks using the same procedure as 

described for CdSe/CdS structures above. The complete procedure allows for the formation of aerogel 

networks made up from CdSe/CdS segments separated by a controllable ZnS barrier (see also 

schematic in Figure 1). 

The successful modification of the dot/rod building blocks with ZnS tips was confirmed by scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX), see Figure 

S4. In the measurements the Zinc is indeed located at the tips of the dot/rods. To further verify the 

position of the Zn in the structure, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on the 

samples. If the Zn would be incorporated evenly from all over the surface of the nanocrystal the 

amount of Zn measured by the surface sensitive XPS should be increased compared to the bulk 

measurement of the elemental composition which is performed by dissolving the whole nanocrystal. 

Since the elemental composition of XPS and bulk measurement are consistent, the incorporation of Zn 

starting only at the tip of the nanocrystal can be assumed. Bright field TEM micrographs of all dot/rods 

with varying Zn amounts and the resulting aerogel networks are also shown in the supplementary 

material.  

As can be seen in the spectroscopic measurements of the ZnS-tipped dot/rods in Figure 3, the 

introduction of ZnS tips to the CdSe/CdS dot/rod structures leads to a slight hypsochromic shift in the 

emission. Likewise, in the absorption spectra (shown in Figure S6 in the supplementary material) of 

the dot/rods the first absorption band of the CdSe (at ca. 600 nm) is shifted to smaller wavelengths 

with increasing Zn content. Both changes indicate a change in the bandgap which can be caused by an 

increase in confinement in the nanocrystals. As a consequence of introducing a large bandgap material 

like ZnS to the tips of the dot/rods, this change is expected. Also, a change of the first excitonic 

transition in CdS around 480 nm can be seen. This transition becomes less intense and less defined 

with increasing amount of Cd exchanged as would be expectable. It can also be seen that the PL decay 

is faster than in the pristine dot/rod solution. However, as the primary decay component is very similar 

(τ1 is ca. 7 ns) for all samples that underwent the cation exchange procedure, even the one in which 

no Cd was exchanged, this change in the time-resolved PL behavior can most likely be attributed to 

the change in surface ligands. During the cation exchange procedure, the dot/rods are introduced into 

a solution containing high amounts of oleylamine at elevated temperatures, therefore at least a partial 

exchange of surface ligands from phosphine-based to amine-based ligands has to be assumed. This 

difference in surrounding and protection can lead to a difference in PL decay. This can also be 

correlated to the measured quantum yields (Table S4 in the supplementary material). Comparing the 

pristine dot/rods to the sample without ZnS tips but after the exchanging procedure the quantum yield 

increases from 66% to 75 % indicating an increased ligand coverage or a thermal healing of crystal 

defects. In all partially exchanged samples the quantum yield decreases with the amount of Zn 

introduced into the structures (from 48 % PLQY for 20 % Zn content to 28 % PLQY for 40 % Zn content). 

This can be attributed to crystal defects caused by the stress of the cation exchange exerted on the 

structure which might facilitate a non-radiative recombination. 

In the aqueous solutions a further change in PL decay and quantum yield of the dot/rods can be 

observed (see Table S1, S2 and S4 and Figure S7 in the supplementary material). The ligand exchange 

to mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) and the phase transfer to aqueous solution results in a drastic 

decrease in PL lifetime and PLQY for all particles that underwent the cation exchange procedure. Most 

prominently all dot/rods that contain Zn drop to ca. 1 % PLQY and a very short PL lifetime (τ1 is ca. 

1 ns). These effects are less pronounced in the reference sample that went through the cation 
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exchange procedure without introduction of Zn into the dot/rods, but similar in trend. This leads to 

two conclusions with regards to the ligand exchange on these dot/rods. Firstly, as a ligand MPA is less 

able to sufficiently shield a ZnS surface most likely caused by a different binding strength of MPA to 

the ZnS surface. A worse shielding might again allow for non-radiative recombination pathways. 

Secondly, as the sample without ZnS tips shows similar but less pronounced effects, the ligand 

exchange from oleylamine to MPA seems to be less favorable than an exchange from TOP/TOPO 

ligands to MPA as performed on the pristine dot/rods. This is most likely due to differences also in 

binding between the ligands and the CdS surface. In conjunction both the worse shielding of the ZnS 

surface by MPA and the differently effective ligand exchange are the most probable cause for the loss 

in quantum yield and PL lifetime comparing ZnS-tipped CdSe/CdS dot/rods in organic and aqueous 

solution. Importantly, the loss in PLQY is mostly recovered in the aerogel structures.  

 

Figure 3. Photoluminescence properties of aerogel networks based on ZnS tipped CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals 
with different amounts of Zn exchanged into the structures (resulting in different ZnS tip lengths). Emission 
spectra of (A) colloidal dot/rod solutions in organic solvent and (B) the connected aerogel networks. Time-
resolved photoluminescence of dot/rods in organic and aqueous solution and as aerogel networks for dot/rods 
with (C) 0 %, (D) 20 %, (E) 30 % and (F) 40 % of the initial Cd ions exchanged to Zn. 

After conversion of CdSe/CdS dot/rods with and without ZnS tips to aerogel networks a broadening of 

the emission can be observed (see Figure 3B). Additionally, a drastic change in quantum yield is again 
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visible compared to the aqueous solutions with aerogels of ZnS-tipped dot/rods recovering quantum 

yields (from 24 % in 20 % Zn content sample to 14 % in 40 % Zn content sample, Table S4 in the 

supplementary material). The quantum yield recovering after removal of the solvent in the network 

also indicates the drastic drop in PLQY being caused by the aqueous surrounding and bad ligand 

shielding facilitating non-radiative recombination. With this study focused on the interaction between 

connected dot/rods in the aerogel networks, the most important optical property is the PL decay. The 

interaction between the building blocks is visible via the decay measurements as detailed earlier. 

Indeed, a significant influence of the Zn content and thereby the ZnS tip length on the PL decay of 

these dot/rod-based aerogel networks can be observed. The attachment of the particles is mostly tip-

to-tip as described in earlier works6 and visible in TEM (see supplementary material Figure S1, S2, S3 

and S5). This is due to the higher probability of ligand removal at the tips during the network assembly. 

For similar reasons the cation exchange also takes place preferentially starting at the tip.40 It has been 

shown that this process can be asymmetric with the exchange to progress faster on one of the tips 

than the other resulting in one longer ZnS segment and one shorter.40 This leaves three orientations 

for the tip-to-tip connections, short ZnS segment to another short ZnS segment, short-to-long ZnS 

segments and long-to-long ZnS segments. This results in slight variations of the ZnS barrier length 

separating the CdSe/CdS units in the network. To similar effect, it is possible for building blocks to 

attach tip-to-side which also leaves a slight variability in the barrier length and might contribute to the 

fact that an increase in PL lifetime is still visible even in case of relatively large cation exchange ratios. 

The relation between the amount of ZnS introduced into the structures to their optical properties is 

nonetheless apparent. In the pristine dot/rods as mentioned earlier the characteristic long PL lifetimes 

in aerogels are found, likewise a distinct rise in PL lifetime is visible for the aerogel based on dot/rods 

which underwent the cation exchange procedure without replacing Cd compared to the respective 

dot/rods in organic solution (Figure 3C). In the aerogel based on dot/rods with 20 % of the Cd 

exchanged to form ZnS tips (with an average size of ZnS barriers of 3 nm) the increase in PL lifetime is 

similarly still visible (Figure 3D). When looking at higher Zn contents corresponding to 30 % of the Cd 

in the dot/rods (an average size of ZnS barrier of 4.5 nm) the increase in PL lifetime between aerogel 

and organic solution of the dot/rods is much less pronounced (Figure 3E). In the aerogel based on 

dot/rods with 40 % of Zn content (with an average of 6 nm ZnS barrier) an increase in PL lifetimes 

between aerogel and particles in organic solution is only minimally visible (Figure 3F). To confirm this 

PL decay behavior is caused by interaction through the NC contact in the aerogel and not through the 

spatial proximity of the NCs – as mentioned the aerogels are comparable to highly concentrated 

dispersions – decay measurements at various NC concentrations have likewise been performed (Figure 

S9). In these measurements an elongation of the PL lifetime with higher concentration can be 

observed. The negative curvature of the decay suggests a delayed filling and therefore emission-

reabsorption processes as the cause of this observation. This trend is similar for all NCs regardless of 

the cation exchange. If a similar process based on proximity of the NCs would influence the decay 

behavior of the aerogels, it would be expected that the decay behavior of all aerogels is similar unlike 

the observed strong dependency between the amount of cations exchanged in the NC building blocks 

and the decay of the resulting aerogels. 

The correlation between PL lifetime (as indicator of coupling between the building blocks) and length 

of ZnS barrier between them is apparent, i.e. the longer the ZnS tip section of the dot/rod is the higher 

the barrier and the PL decay becomes faster. Therefore, these PL lifetime measurements match well 

to the proposed electronic structure of aerogel networks of ZnS-tipped CdSe/CdS dot/rod and its 

consequences for charge carrier recombination. 

In the emission spectra of the aerogels a broad, low intensity emission is visible at longer wavelengths 

(ca. 700 – 800 nm) compared to the main emission which can be attributed to trap state emission. A 
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time-resolved measurement in this wavelength range is shown in Figure S10. The extracted decay 

lifetime corresponds with the low intensity (ca. 5 %), long component which can be extracted from the 

decay of the most prominent emission (see Table S3). This suggest that this low intensity, long 

component is caused by contribution of the trap state emission to the decay profile. 

 

Figure 4. Aerogels based on ZnSe/ZnS dot/rod nanocrstals (synthesized by complete cation exchange of Cd to Zn 
in CdSe/CdS dot/rods). TEM micrographs of (A) the individual dot/rods and (B) the interconnected aerogel 
network with insets showing higher magnifications. Optical properties of ZnSe/ZnS dot/rod networks, (A) 
absorption (solid line) and emission (dashed line) and (D) time-resolved photoluminescence (dashed lines show 
biexponential fit) of ZnSe/ZnS dot/rods in organic and aqueous solution and as connected aerogel network. 

Additionally, the complete cation exchange of the building blocks was also performed by carrying out 

the procedure with a generating ZnSe/ZnS dot/rod NCs. Contrary to their original CdSe/CdS 

counterparts, ZnSe/ZnS exhibits a highly confined bandstructure for both charge carriers. In CdSe/CdS 

the hole is confined to the CdSe core due to a large offset in the valence bands. The conduction band 

offset in CdSe/CdS on the other hand is small, with the exact value still subject to discussion in the 

literature. This leads to CdSe/CdS NCs being referred to as quasi type-II structures, where only one 

charge carrier is confined and the second one delocalized. In ZnSe/ZnS both conduction and valence 

band have a large offset leading to a strong localization of both hole and electron in the ZnSe core. 

This, naturally, has consequences for their optical properties. As displayed in Figure 4C and S6, the 

ZnSe/ZnS dot/rod NCs produced by complete cation exchange (measurements of the atomic 

composition only show minute amounts of remaining Cd2+, see Table S5) show the expected behavior, 

i.e. the absorption features of CdSe (at 590 nm) and CdS (at 450 nm) disappear and a new feature at 

400 nm appears which can be attributed to ZnSe. The emission likewise shifts to 420 nm from 600 nm 

in the CdSe/CdS. As the emission will take part in the core of the structures this is a good indication of 

complete cation exchange. The time-resolved PL also shows a key difference between the two 

structures with considerably faster PL decays in the ZnSe/ZnS dot/rods due to the strong confinement 

of both charge carriers and therefore large overlap between the two wavefunctions. The PLQY of the 

ZnSe/ZnS structures drops significantly to 10 % compared to the original CdSe/CdS (with a PLQY of 
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56 %). While this is counterintuitive for a structure with larger wavefunction overlap, it is most likely 

caused by the stress of the cation exchange generating additional crystal defects in the structures. 

Looking at the phase-transfer and ligand exchange of the ZnSe/ZnS dot/rods, a similar behavior as the 

partially exchanged CdSe/CdS/ZnS NCs described above is visible, i.e. the spectral features remain 

similar, while a loss in quantum yield can be observed (here from 10 % to 7 %). Interestingly, after the 

conversion of these ZnSe/ZnS dot/rods to aerogel networks their optical features show a different 

trend compared to CdSe/CdS dot/rod aerogels. As detailed earlier, the assembly of CdSe/CdS dot/rods 

to networks and their drying to aerogels results in a characteristic increase in PL lifetime caused by 

their quasi type-II electronic structure. Contrary, the aerogel built up from this strongly confined type-

I building blocks (ZnSe/ZnS dot/rods, schematic band structure is shown in Figure S7) does not show 

an increase in PL lifetime but rather a faster PL decay compared to the building blocks in colloidal 

solution. Similarly, the behavior towards the atmosphere in the aerogel differs between the Cd-

containing pristine or partially exchanged samples and the completely exchanged ZnSe/ZnS dot/rod 

aerogels. Aerogels build up from pristine CdSe/CdS and partially exchange CdSe/CdS/ZnS dot/rods 

show no difference in decay behavior when measured in air or in inert atmosphere. The completely 

exchanged ZnSe/ZnS dot/rod aerogels show a faster decay in inert atmosphere compared to air (see 

Figure S11). This hints at the aerogel surface and surrounding, e.g. through atmospheric oxygen, 

influencing the decay behavior for ZnSe/ZnS aerogels. 

In conclusion, in this work the synthesis of ZnS-tipped CdSe/CdS dot/rod nanocrystals was performed 

and the length of the ZnS tips was varied between 0 and 3 nm by control of the reaction parameters. 

For the first time the phase-transfer and assembly of the NC as well as generation of aerogels based 

on these intricately designed ZnS-tipped CdSe/CdS building blocks was described. By investigation of 

the optical properties of the nanocrystals in solution and the assembled aerogel networks conclusions 

on the interactions between the nanocrystals and ligands could be drawn. Most importantly, it could 

be shown that via the introduction of ZnS barriers of controllable length between the NC building 

blocks in the network it is possible to tune the bandstructure of the connected network and control 

the interaction between the individual building blocks.  
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8 Summary

In this thesis advances in the area of porous aerogel networks build up from nanocrystal build-

ing blocks are presented in synthetic methodology as well as characterization of such networks

and conclusions from these on the underlying processes in the networks.

Initially, in chapter 5 CdSe/CdS dot/rod building blocks based on different sizes of CdSe

quantum dots are assembled into networks made up from these different building blocks as

well as mixtures thereof. This results in functional aerogel networks with an emission color

in the green to red color space. This emission is adjustable simply through the ratio of dif-

ferent color building blocks as there is no energy transfer between the building blocks. This is

likely caused by the strong confinement of the hole to the CdSe quantum dots. These structures

are additionally investigated by temperature-dependent spectroscopy in this section. In these

measurements two distinct effects are observed. At intermediate temperatures between room

temperature and 77K a minor dependency of photoluminescence lifetime to temperature is ob-

served with colder temperatures leading to faster decays most likely caused by the diminished

influence of higher excited states with increased electron delocalization through thermal mix-

ing. At even lower, cryogenic temperatures (below ca. 20K two decay processes can be observed

caused by the processes within the CdSe quantum dot, one fast (spin allowed, bright) decay and

one extremely long (spin forbidden, dark) process.

In chapter 6 synthetic methods traditionally employed on nanocrystals in solution, i.e. the

modification with silica shells, are for the first time transferred onto nanocrystal-based net-

works as substrates. This results in networks consisting of the core network made up of con-

nected nanocrystal building blocks and a shell network of a continuous shell surrounding the

core network. The successful generation of the such core-shell structured networks is demon-
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY

strated for different shell materials (silica and titania) as well as different core networks (based

on semiconductor or noble metal nanocrystals). The core-shell structuring results in a consid-

erable mechanical stabilization of the modified networks.

Finally, in chapter 7 in-depth optical characterization and aerogel network structuring meth-

ods are combined. In section 7.2 the synthesis sequence of core-shell structured aerogel net-

works is adapted to either modify networks of connected nanocrystal building blocks or to first

modify these building blocks to then connect core-shell building blocks into a network. This

approach generates structures that are similar in material but differ in one crucial aspect, the

connection of the nanocrystal building blocks. Networks of connected CdSe/CdS nanocrystals

which are surrounded by a shell after assembly are shown to present the characteristic optical

properties of the connected networks. Assembling CdSe/CdS/SiO2 core/shell/shell structured

building blocks results in isolated CdSe/CdS nanocrystals within these networks and therefore

the optical characteristics of such individual building blocks. Additionally, in section 7.3 the

approach to influence the optical properties of nanocrystal-based aerogel networks is expanded

upon. Therefore not only the two extreme states of coupled and decoupled building blocks are

achieved but intermediate states of interaction are generated. This is done by introducing short

(ca. 1nm − 3nm) sections of ZnS by cation-exchange at the tips of the building blocks. Due

to the large bandgap of ZnS, these represent a tunable but surmountable barrier of tunable

size which can be used to change the strength of interaction between the individual CdSe/CdS

building blocks.

In summary, methods to structure NC-based aerogels via the modification of their nanoscale

building blocks or the modification of their microstructure have been developed and the optical

properties of NC-based aerogels as well as the consequences of such modifications regarding

the optical properties and the extent of interparticle interactions have been investigated.
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9 Outlook

While this thesis presents advances in the theoretical understanding of nanocrystal-based aero-

gel networks as well as synthetic pathways to new core/shell structured aerogels, the future

challenge will be to transfer these to applications and extend the investigations further.

Through the optical measurements in conjunction with the targeted synthesis of engineered

building blocks and networks conclusions to their electronic properties were possible and the

model of electron delocalization in the networks was further explored. In the studies in this

work different network structures based on quasi-type-II building blocks and through synthetic

procedures gradually extended to type-I nanocrystal networks as well as intermediates. For a

better understanding of electronic processes in nanocrystal network structures it would also be

interesting to expand future investigations to type-II building blocks or building blocks with

changed band structure, e.g. quasi type-II nanocrystals in which a hole delocalization would be

expected instead of the electron delocalization observed here.

In the investigation of networks based on a mix of CdSe/CdS dot/rod with different sized

CdSe cores a straightforward way to colour tune these aerogels in the green to red spectrum was

laid down. White light emission can therefore be expected to be achievable with blue back illu-

mination or by additional introduction of blue emitting NCs (e.g. based on ZnSe cores) into the

network. The use of NC-based aerogel purposes can circumvent the need of colloidal solutions

and serve as an immobilization technique. There are, however, other methods of NC deposition

and immobilization like chemical bath deposition and spray- or dip coating which have been

used for fabrication of NC-based illumination appliances. Further development and proof-of-

concept on similar NC aerogel-based devices is the next step in this direction to evaluate their

applicability in comparison to established methods.
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In the context of illumination devices one key property of aerogel networks, i.e. their large

surface area, is not essential. For applications relying on the surface, this large surface area of

aerogel networks is on the other hand a considerable advantage. There have been early exper-

iments into photo- and electrocatalysis using aerogels as well as their application in (photo-

)electrochemical sensors. In these prospects an understanding of the charge carrier processes

within the network is key to adjust the aerogel catalyst or sensor to the targeted system. The in-

sights presented herein should serve to provide this understanding and the proposed processes

in excited heterostructured NC aerogel networks might also be transferred to other materials

of similar band structures.

Figure 9.1: Two potential reactors with external forces for mixing to utilize a reinforced nanocrystal-based
gel in, (left) tube reactor with reactand flowing through the gel and (right) stirred bath with
the gel fixed to a side of the reactor

The more important advance in an endeavour to bring NC-based aerogels to applications,

which is presented in this work, is the synthetic method of core/shell-structured aerogels. This

technique opens several avenues to be further investigated and exploited. Firstly, the mechan-

ical reinforcement of NC-based aerogels introduced by the core/shell-structuring enables the

application of such gels in ways inaccessible beforehand. Early studies on NC aerogels in cat-

alytic or sensory application often rely on powderized aerogel. With this mechanical reinforce-

ment the monolith itself might be employed. Also due to the sensitivity to mechanical stress of

NC aerogels stirring or other forms of mixing introduced not by diffusion but forcibly from out-

side can present problems. The mechanical stability of such core/shell-structured aerogels can

allow for their application in reactors with outside mixing as schematically depicted in figure

9.1.

Secondly, even though the inner core network of nanocrystals is surrounded by a shell, ac-
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cording to initial experiments the surface is still accessible to cations or small molecules. The

accessibility of the surface for reactants is important for surface active reactions which repre-

sent the most promising area of application of NC aerogels. In conjunction with the mechanical

stability allowing outside mixing even with a slightly reduced surface accessibility core-shell

structured NC aerogels might still prove to exhibit higher overall activity. On the other hand it

could also be observed that larger objects are kept from the surface, e.g. 5nm gold NCs could

not quench the fluorescence of these core-shell networks. With an increased control over the

shell porosity even a filter functionality of the shell might be possible, either shielding the core

NC network from contaminants or introducing a selectivity into the catalyst/sensor.

Figure 9.2: Schematic depiction of (A) a core/shell-structured aerogel with mesoporous shell and (B) an
exemplary modification of a silica shell in core/shell-structured aerogels with a functional
organic molecule R.

Thirdly, the most investigated shell system in this work is silica and access to other metal

oxide through similar reactions might be possible. The exemplary system of titania shells was

shown in this work. Titania and other metal oxides can themselves be optically active materials.

With this the way to further functionalities apart from the mechanical reinforcement described

herein introduced by the shell material itself are obtainable. Likewise, the subject of silica

chemistry is staggeringly vast and need for further work within this system is self-explanatory.

Silica can easily be modified by organic sections resulting in the area of silicones and organic-

inorganic hybrid materials which have shown to be mechanically much stronger than silica.

The porosity of silica can be directed by surface active ligands introduced into the synthesis to

yield mesoporous silica, as schematically displayed in figure 9.2. Similar approaches might be

applied to these core/shell-structured NC gels to either increase surface accessibility or intro-
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duce a selectivity as mentioned above. Lastly, the modification of a silica surface with organic

molecules is a common strategy to add further functionalities to NCs, see figure 9.2. This can

equally be applied to the silica shell in these networks. This would allow for an aerogel con-

taining an optically or catalytically active core NC network and a silica shell which is modified

with organic molecules which could be catalytically, optically or even medically active.

The conclusions of this thesis provide a deeper understanding the (opto-)electronic proper-

ties of NC-based aerogels which can be aiding in their transformation into catalysts, sensors or

optical materials. Especially the post-gelation core/shell-structuring of such networks opens up

a multitude of pathways to produce new multifunctional NC-based aerogels or improve upon

the existing ones.
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